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In our papers dealing with the reduction of singularities of an algebraic

surface (see [8, ll]), we were forced to devote a good deal of space to cer-

tain properties of birational correspondences for which we could find no gen-

eral proofs in the literature. These properties were of a general character and

therefore could not be regarded as part of the reduction proof proper, al-

though they did play an auxiliary role in the proof. A similar situation arose

in our reduction proof for three-dimensional varieties (not yet published),

but in this case the amount of preliminary general material on birational

correspondences used in the proof was even larger and was out of proportion

to the length of the reduction proof proper. It thus became increasingly clear

that the procedure of treating general questions of birational correspondences

only as and when these questions come up in connection with various steps

of the reduction process, could no longer be followed in the case of higher

varieties. Instead it seemed necessary—and also worthwhile for its own sake—

to develop systematically in a separate paper the fundamental concepts and

theorems of the theory of birational correspondences, and to do this in as

general a fashion as possible. This we propose to do in the present paper. We

deal here with algebraic varieties, with or without singularities, over an arbi-

trary ground field (of characteristic zero or p).

It is difficult to say which of our results are entirely novel and which are

not. Since many of the results hold only for normal varieties, they would

appear to be novel inasmuch as our concept of a normal variety is new. On

the other hand, most of our results were known for nonsingular models. It is

perhaps correct to say that the novelty of the present investigation consists

in showing that most of the known properties of birational correspondences

between nonsingular varieties remain true more generally for normal varie-

ties.

Of importance for the theory of algebraic functions over arbitrary ground

fields of characteristic p is the fact that our construction of normal varieties

which we gave in [7] in the case of algebraically closed ground fields of char-

acteristic zero—and which carries over without essential modifications to

arbitrary fields of characteristic zero (see II. 2)—can be extended to arbi-

trary fields of characteristic p (II. 2). This extension is made possible by a

theorem of F. K. Schmidt [5] and by the normalization theorem of Emmy
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Noether. The proof of this last theorem for arbitrary ground fields (and not

only for fields containing "sufficiently many" elements; see Krull [2, pp. 41-

42]) is given in II.2.

A feature of the treatment is our use of valuation theory. Our very defini-

tion of a birational correspondence (II.1) is valuation-theoretic in character,

and our proofs are naturally conditioned by this valuation-theoretic ap-

proach. The characterization of an integrally closed ring as intersection of

valuation rings, and the ideal theory in such a ring, also play an important

role in our treatment.

Thanks are due to Irvin Cohen for valuable assistance lent by him during

the preparation of this paper.

The following list of contents will give an idea of the individual topics

treated.
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Part I. Valuation-theoretic preliminaries

1. Homogeneous ideals. Let t)0, rji, • • • , rjn be the homogeneous coordi-

nates of the general point of an irreducible r-dimensional algebraic variety V

immersed in an w-dimensional projective space. The coordinates rji are defined

to within a linear homogeneous nonsingular transformation with coefficients in

the ground field K. By the very definition of homogeneous coordinates (Zariski

[7, p. 284]), if /(t?) = 0 is an algebraic relation between the rj's over K, and if

we Write / as a sum of forms of different degrees, then each fi(rj) indi-

vidually is zero. This is equivalent to saying that the polynomials f(y) in

the polynomial ring K[y0, Ju ■ ' • , Vn] (the y's are indeterminates) such that

f(r]) =0, form a homogeneous ideal, that is, an ideal which has a base consisting

of forms.
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Let P denote the ring K[i7o, ill, ' ' ■ , Vn]- We shall also consider homo-

geneous ideals in P, that is, again ideals in P which have a base consisting of

forms. These are the ideals on which the homogeneous ideals of K [y0, ■ ■ ■ , y„]

are mapped in the homomorphism K[y]~K[rj]. The ring P possesses rela-

tive automorphisms t\ over K, where for any element c/>(r?) in P we define:

T\(<t>(v)) = 0(X»7), X£K, X^O. It is clear that if 21 is a homogeneous ideal in P,

then t\(21)=21. Conversely, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 1. If K has infinitely many elements and if an ideal 21 in P is

such that t\(2f)CI2I, for all X in K (Xj^O), then 21 is homogeneous.

Proof. Let o>=f(ri) be an arbitrary element of 21 and let/(rj) =/,(»/)+/,+i('?)

+ • • • +/»(»?), where /< is a form of degree i. We take arbitrarily in K a

set of m — 5+1 distinct elements Xi, X2, • ■ • , Xm_s+i, all different from zero. We

have, by hypothesis:

**<(«) = Xji(f) + xTVhtiO») + ■ • • + xr/-(u) -i 0(21).

These m — 5 + 1 congruences imply the congruences: /,•(??) =0, j=5,

5+1, • • • , m. Hence 21 is a homogeneous ideal, as was asserted.

Theorem 2. 7/ 21= [qi, q2, • • ■ , q&] *5 a normal decomposition of a homo-

geneous ideal 21 into maximal primary components, then each q< is either itself

homogeneous or—in the case of an embedded component—can be so selected as

to be homogeneous.

Proof. We first consider the case of an infinite ground field K. Let p,-

be the prime ideal associated with the primary ideal q,. The infinitely many

automorphisms tx leave 21 invariant and hence must permute the prime ideals

pi, p2, • • • , ph- Consequently each of these prime ideals is left invariant by

infinitely many automorphisms t\. It follows then from the proof of the pre-

ceding theorem, that the prime ideals pi of 21 must be all homogeneous.

If pi is an isolated prime ideal of 21, then q; is uniquely determined. Since

t\(pi) = pi, it follows that also rx(qs) =(\i, whence q< is homogeneous.

Let now pi be an embedded prime of 21. We apply to q,- all the automor-

phisms t\ (X£K, Xt^O) and we denote by qf the intersection of all the ideals

t\(q,). From the very definition of a primary ideal, it follows immediately

that q* is a primary ideal and that p, is its associated prime ideal. More-

over, by Theorem 1, qf is homogeneous, and since 2lCqfCq,, we find:

2l = [qi, q2, • • • , q<*, • • • , q»], as was asserted.

Let now K be a finite field. We adjoin to K a transcendental u and we

put K* = K(m), P* = K*[t/o, t)i, • t • , r)n] (we assume that u is also a transcen-

dental with respect to the ring P). By the preceding case, our theorem holds

■for the ring P* over the new ground field K*. We can draw from this the

conclusion that the theorem also holds for the ring P, provided we first es-
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tablish certain relations between the ideals in P and the ideals in P*. If 93

is an ideal in P, it determines in P* the extended ideal P* ■ 93. Vice versa, every

ideal S* in P* gives rise to a contracted ideal in P, namely the ideal (S.*C\P

(but (S* is not necessarily the extended ideal of its contracted ideal). Note

that every element co* of P* can be written in the form:

1
(1) co* = —— • (<o0wm + coiM"*-1 4- • • • 4- com),

SW

where g(«)£K[w] and co,£P. The relations which we wish to establish con-

cern the operations of extension and contraction just described, and are as

follows:

a. . An ideal 93* in P* is the extension of an ideal in P if and only if the con-

gruence co* = 0(33*) implies coy = 0(93*), for 7=0, 1, • • • , m, where co* is written

in the form (1).

b. P*-93HP = 93.
c. If 93in932 = 933, then P*-93inP*-932 = P*-933. The proofs are trivial.
d. If p is a prime ideal in P, then P* ■ p is also a prime ideal. This assertion

is essentially equivalent to the well known theorem that if R is an integral

domain and if u is a transcendental with respect to P, then R[u] is also an

integral domain. In the present case R is the ring P/p.

Let now 21 be a homogeneous ideal in P and let us consider its extended

ideal P*2l in P*. It is clear that also P*2l is a homogeneous ideal in P*. Since

K* is an infinite field, we can write

(2) P* -2f = hi*,** • • • .<!»*],

where each q* is a homogeneous primary ideal. If we put ai = q*r>\P, we find,

by property b:

21 = [qi, q2, • • • , q*].

It is obvious that if 93* is a homogeneous ideal in P*, then 93*OP is also a

homogeneous ideal. Hence the ideals q,- are all homogeneous. Since they are

obviously primary ideals, our theorem follows in view of the unicity theorems

concerning the decomposition of ideals into maximal primary components.

In addition to the relations a, b, c, d, we shall also have occasion to use

the following property:

e. If q is a primary ideal in P and if p is its associated prime ideal, then

P* • q is also primary and P* ■ p is its associated prime ideal.

To prove e, we denote by p* the prime ideal P*- p and we consider any

prime ideal p* of P* q. We have: pi*3P*qü2q, whence p*nP3q. But since

the contraction of a prime ideal is also a prime ideal, it follows that p*r\P^p,

whence

(3) Pi* 3 P*.
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Now let co* be an arbitrary dement of pi* and let us write co* in the form (1).

Since p* is a prime ideal of P* ■ q, there exists in P* an element £* such that

w*-£*=0 (P*-q), £*p^0 (P*-q). Let us also write £* in a form similar to (1):

e = -rrrto* +     + *'•••'+ W. s k[«], & e p.
/z(«)

Since £*^0(P*-q), not all the elements £0, fi, & are in q. We may as-

sume that £o7^0(q), since otherwise we can drop the term £om* (it is permissible

to replace £* by any element of P* which is congruent to it modulo P*-q).

Since co*£*=0(P*q), we must have, by a and b: co0£o = 0(q), and consequently

coo = 0(p), since £o^0(q). From this we conclude, in view of (3), that the ele-

ment

1
--• [COIM"1-1 + £02M m~2 + • • •  + C0mJ

gW

also belongs to pi*. Continuing in the same fashion with this new element of

pi*, we conclude that co0, coi, • • • , com are all in p. Hence co*EP*-p. Since co*

is an arbitrary element of pi*, it follows that pi*Cp*, and this, in view of (3),

yields the relation: pi* = p*. What we have shown is that P*q has only one

prime ideal, namely p*, and that is exactly what is asserted in e.

The relation b shows that there is a (1, 1) correspondence between the

ideals SB in P and their extended ideals P*S8 in P*, for P*S8i = P*S82 implies

S8i = SB2. By the property c, this correspondence is an isomorphism with respect

to the operation C\ of intersection. It is a straightforward matter to show that

this correspondence is also an isomorphism with respect to the other elemen-

tary operations on ideals, namely the operation of forming the sum, the prod-

uct and the quotient of two ideals:

ci. P*-(Sl, S8) = (P*2l, P*SB).
c2. P*-(SIS8)=P*2t-P*S8.
c3. P* (2I:93)=P*21:P*93.

We shall refer to the relations c, ci, c2 and c3 as the isomorphism relations.

The question whether any one of these relations holds, arises quite generally

whenever we deal with ideals in two rings P, P* such that P is a subring of P*.

For a general treatment of the relationship between the ideals in two such

rings, see Grell [l ].

The ideal (jj0, 171, • ■ • , 77») is referred to as the irrelevant prime ideal in P.

Any primary ideal whose associated prime ideal is the irrelevant prime is also

referred to as irrelevant. Any prime homogeneous ideal, other than the ir-

relevant prime, is of dimension s+Ji 5^0, and defines an irreducible ^-dimen-

sional subvariety of V. Two homogeneous ideals which differ only by the

irrelevant component define one and the same subvariety of V.

2. Homogeneous and nonhomogeneous coordinates. A preference for one

or the other type of coordinates is in part a matter of taste. However, it can
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be claimed that in the study of properties of algebraic varieties, the use of

homogeneous coordinates is indicated whenever one deals with properties in

the large. For instance, the concept of a normal variety (Zariski [7, p. 285])

is defined essentially in terms of homogeneous coordinates. On the contrary,

in questions pertaining to local properties it is preferable to use nonhomo-

geneous coordinates. Thus, if our attention is focused on a given subvariety

W of V and if, say, t/o^O on W, that is, if rj0 does not belong to the homo-

geneous prime ideal by which W is defined (whence W does not lie in the

hyperplane yo = 0), then we may find it convenient to pass to the nonhomo-

geneous coordinates h = Vi/vo, i»!, 2, • • • , n. With respect to these coordi-

nates "W is at finite distance"—an expression that we shall use consistently.

More generally, if / = c0?7o+Ci'7i+ ■ • ' +tV?»^0 on W, c»EK, and if, say

Ca^O, then the quotients 77,//, iy^ct, may be equally well used as nonhomo-

geneous coordinates £; of the general point of V.

It should be understood that the field S of rational functions on V is

the field K(£i, £2, • • • , £n) generated by the nonhomogeneous coordinates.

The field K(t70, • » * , Vn) is a simple transcendental extension of S. The

field S consists of all quotients f(v)/i(v)> where / and g are forms of like de-

gree; in other words, 2 consists of all elements of the field K(t/0, 771, • • • , 77«)

which are homogeneous of degree zero (Zariski [7, p. 284]).

We have also two coordinate rings: the ring K[770, 771, • • ■ , 77^] of the homo-

geneous coordinates, which we have denoted by P, and—for a given choice of

the nonhomogeneous coordinates £,—the ring K[£i, £2, • • • , £*] which we

shall denote by 0. In order to elicit the relationship between the ideals in 0

and the homogeneous ideals in P, we assume for simplicity that £1 = 77^/770 and

we consider the ring o*=K(t70) [£i, £2, • • • , £»]. Since 770 is a transcendental

with respect to 2, the two rings 0 and 0* are in the same relationship to each

other as the two rings P, P* of the preceding section. Therefore the corre-

spondence between the ideals in 0 and their extended ideals in 0* satisfies all

the relations a-e (in which P and P* are naturally to be replaced by 0 and 0*).

We shall denote by M* the class of o*-ideals which are extensions of o-ideals.

From the pair of rings, 0, 0* we pass to the pair of rings 0*, P. We have:

0* = K(t7o) [771, 772, • • • , 77„]. The polynomial ring K[t70] is a subring of P, and

thus 0* is a quotient ring of P, since K[t70] is at any rate closed under multipli-

cation(1)- There is therefore a (1, 1) correspondence between the ideals SI*

in 0* and those ideals 21 in P which are relatively prime to all elements of

K[t7o], that is, which are such that 21: a = 21, for all a in K[t70]. The corre-

spondence is again that of extension and contraction: 21* = 0*21, St = 2l*P\P..

Prime or primary ideals 21 go, respectively, into prime or primary ideals SI*.

(') For properties of quotient rings used in the text, see Grell [l ] and Krull [2, p. 18]. We

recall that a quotient ring is defined as follows: if R is an integral domain and if S is a subset of

R which is closed under multiplication, then the quotients a/ß, a, ßGR, ß£.S, form a ring. This

is the quotient ring Rs. A special important case is the one in which 5 is the set-theoretic com-

plement of a prime ideal p in R, that is, S = R — $. In this case one writes R$ instead of Rs.
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The isomorphism relations c, ci, C2, C3 of the preceding section, with P* re-

placed by 0*, continue to hold(2). These are properties which hold quite gen-

erally for quotient rings.

It is immediately seen that an o*-ideal SI* is in the class M* if and only if

the corresponding ideal 31 in P is homogeneous. It is clear that a homogeneous

ideal is always relatively prime to any polynomial f(rjo) if that polynomial

contains a constant term which is different from zero. Hence, for a homogene-

ous ideal 31 to be relatively prime to each element of K[t/o], it is necessary and

sufficient that it be relatively prime to r;0. An equivalent condition is that

no prime ideal of ty.be a divisor of (770). We have therefore a (1, 1) correspondence

between the homogeneous ideals in P which satisfy this last mentioned condition

and the ideals in 0. This conclusion corresponds to the obvious geometrical

fact that by passing to nonhomogeneous coordinates rji/vo we lose track of

all the subvarieties of V which "are at infinity," that is, which lie in the

hyperplane yo = 0.

Concretely, the relationship between two corresponding ideals a and 31

in 0 and P, respectively, is as follows: a form/(ryo, Vti * • '• i Vn) belongs to 21

if and only if /(l, £„) belongs to a; a polynomial c/>(£i, £2, • • • , f»)

belongs to a, if and only if there exists in 31 a form /(770, * * *??«) such

that/(l, fc, • • • & • • • >?»)•
3. The center of a valuation. Let Wbe an irreducible sub variety of V. If

£i> £s> ' ' ' » f» are nonhomogeneous coordinates with respect to which W is

at finite distance, then W is given by a prime ideal p in the ring 0. By the

quotient ring Q(W) of W we mean the quotient ring cy If *ß is the homogene-

ous prime ideal which corresponds to W in the ring P, then it is easily seen

that Q(W) consists of all quotients/(r/)/g(77), where/and g are forms of like

degree in 770, ntu ' ' * » f«« and where g(rj) ^OC^ß). This shows, incidentally,

that Q(W) is independent of the choice of the nonhomogeneous coordinates.

The relationship between the ideals in 0 and the ideals in Q(W) is the one

described in the preceding section for general quotient rings. The (1,1) corre-

spondence is now between the ideals in Q(W) and those ideals in 0 which are

relatively prime to each element(3) of 0 —p. An ideal in 0 satisfies this condi-

tion if and only if each prime ideal of this ideal is a multiple of p. This shows

that by passing from the ring 0 (or from the ring P) to the quotient ring Q{W)

we lose all irreducible subvarieties of V which do not contain W. For this

reason we may regard the ideal theory of Q(W) as that pertaining to the

"neighborhood" of W. An important property of the quotient ring o„ is the

(2) However, it is to be pointed out that the set of ideals St which correspond to ideals 21*

in the above correspondence is not in general closed under the operations of multiplication and

addition of ideals. It is closed under the operations of intersection and quotient formation.

(3) Quite generally, given a quotient ring Rs (see footnote 1), there is a (1, 1) correspond-

ence between the ideals in Rs and the ideals in R which are relatively prime to each element of S.
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following: the non-units in o0 form an idealif). This is the prime ideal in ov

which corresponds to (that is, is the extension of) the prime ideal p in o.

Let v be a non-trivial valuation of the field 2 overK (v(c) =0 if c£K and

cy^O; zj(co)^0 for some w in 2). We consider linear forms / in 770, 771, • • • , 77„,

with coefficients in K, such that v(rji/l)^0, i = 0, 1, • • • , n. If l0 is one such

form, we consider the homogeneous ideal generated by the forms 7(77) hav-

ing the following property: if /(?7) is of degree m, then vif/lg) > 0. The ideal

is independent of l0, since if h is another linear form /, then v(h/l0) =0.

Moreover, $ is obviously a prime ideal, different from the irrelevant prime.

It is also different from the zero ideal, since v is a non-trivial valuation. Con-

sequently "J3 defines an irreducible proper subvariety W of V, of dimension

at least 0. This subvariety W we call the center of the valuation v (on V).

It is clear that any linear form / for which v(r)i/l) SiO, i = 0, 1, • • • , n, is

such that I on W. Conversely, if I is a linear form in the 77's and if Z=^0

on W, then we must have: v(l/l0)=0, whence v(rji/l) =z>(t7<//0) =0. Thus the

linear forms / which played an auxiliary role in our definition of the center W

of v, turn out simply to be those forms which do not vanish on that center.

In terms of nonhomogeneous coordinates the center W is obtained as fol-

lows. Let us consider the nonhomogeneous coordinates ^i^Vi/vo- Should the

center Wbe at finite distance with respect to these coordinates, we must have

770^0 on W. But then, by the remark just made, v(vi/vo) =■(), i = 0, 1, • ■ ■ , n,

and the entire coordinate ring 0 must be contained in the valuation ring R„ of v.

Conversely, if oC.R,., then reversing the above reasoning we see immediately

that the center W of v is at finite distance with respect to the nonhomogene-

ous coordinates £f. If/(77 0, 771, • • • , 77,,) is a form of degree v and if/=0 on W,

then v(f/770) >0, whence v(f(l, £1, ■ ■ • , £„)) >0. Conversely, it is seen immedi-

ately that every polynomial in £1, £2, • • • , £» which has positive value in v

arises from a form in the 77's which vanishes on W. Hence the elements of 0

which have positive value in the given valuation v form a prime ideal p in 0,

and the center of v is the irreducible subvariety of V defined by the ideal p. This

conclusion holds for any choice of the nonhomogeneous coordinates, provided

the corresponding coordinate ring is contained in the valuation ring Rv.

The following characterizations of the center of a valuation are useful in

applications:

Theorem 3. An irreducible subvariety W of V is the center of a valuation v

if and only if either one of the following conditions is satisfied: (1) Q(W)^RV

and the non-units of Q(W) are non-units of Rv; (2) Q(W)QRV and W is the

maximal subvariety of V whose quotient ring is contained in Rv.

Proof. Suppose that Wis the center of v. If f(r])/g(ri)(E.Q(W), where/and g

(4) Chain theorem rings with the property that their non-units form an ideal have been

called by Krull "Slellenringen" (see Krull [3]). We propose the translation: "local rings." The

quotient ring of any irreducible subvariety of V is a local ring.
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are forms of degree m, then g(ij)^0 on W. Therefore i>(g/C) =0, while

v(f/Io)=Q> a°d consequently f{r})/g(r)) £1?,. Moreover, if //g is a non-unit

in <2(V), then/=0 on W. Hence v(f/%)>0, and consequently z/(//g)>0, that

is, //g is also a non-unit in Rv. This proves that condition (1) is necessary.

To show the necessity and sufficiency of condition (2), let W\ be another irre-

ducible subvariety of V with the property: Q(Wi)QRv. Let l0 be a linear form

in 770, )Ji, • * • , 9« which does not vanish on W\. Then 77,/70£<2( W\) ^Rv,

whence v(r]i/l(,)^0, i = 0, 1, • • • , re. This shows that l0y±Q on W. Let now

7(77) be any form in the 77's which vanishes on W. If / is of degree m, then

v(f/lo)>0, and consequently C//£i?„. Since, by hypothesis, <3(PFi)Ci?„, we

have a fortiori, lo/f&Q(Wi), whence /=0 on W%. Thus we find that "/=0

on W implies "/=0 on W\." Therefore Wi^W, and this proves our assertion.

Now it follows immediately that condition (1) is also sufficient. For, if Wi

is any proper subvariety of the center Woiv, then(6) Q(W\) CZQ(W) and there

exist non-units in Q(Wi) which are units in Q(W) and which are therefore

also units in Rv. This completes the proof of the theorem.

We shall conclude this section with two lemmas which we shall have oc-

casion to use in the sequel.

Lemma \. If W and W\ are irreducible subvarieties of V, then WiQW if

and only if Q(Wi)QQ(W), andif) WiCW if and only if QiWJCQiW).

The proof is straightforward. If WiQ W^and if W\ is at finite distance with

respect to the nonhomogeneous coordinates £j, then also W is at finite dis-

tance, and the corresponding prime ideals pi and p are such that piZ) p. Hence

0p,Cj0p. If POP, and if a is an element of pi, not in p, then l/a£o„, but

l/a£oCl, whence o^Co,,. Conversely, assume that Q(W\)QQ(W). If $ and

^3i are the homogeneous ideals corresponding respectively to W and W\, let

g(7)) be an arbitrary form such that gy^O on Wi. Let f(r]) be a form of the

same degree as g, such that fy^O on W. Then //g£<2(Wi), and hence

f/g^Q{W). This implies gy±0 on W, in view of the assumption that fy^O

on W. Hence if gy^O on Wi we must also have: g^O on W. This shows that

'ißi^'iß, whence WiQW, as asserted.

Lemma 2. If v and vi are two valuations of S/K, with centers W and Wi,

respectively, and if v is composite with vi, then W\.

Proof. A valuation v is composite with another valuation Vi, if v is ob-

tained by combining v\ with a valuation v' of the residue field Si of »1. The

manner in which v and v' are to be combined is best described in terms of

the homomorphic mapping of 2 upon the residue field of the valuation (to-

gether with the symbol °°), a mapping which is determined by the valuation

(6) See the lemma which follows immediately.

(") We use the symbol CZ only f°r proper subsets.
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and which in its turn determines the valuation uniquely. Let T\ be the homo-

morphic mapping of 2 upon (Si, °o) determined by v\, and let r' be the

homomorphic mapping of Si upon the residue field 2/ (and the symbol w)

of v'. Then v is the valuation of 2 determined by the homomorphic mapping

t=tit' of 2 onto (2/, «). For further details, see Krull [2, p. 112].

Now let/(ij) be a form which vanishes on W\ and let g(rf) be a form of the

same degree as/(7?) such that gy^O on W and on W\. The quotient f =f/g is a

non-unit of Q{W\). Hence, by Theorem 3, f is also a non-unit in RVl. Conse-

quently Ti(f) =0, and therefore also t(£) =0. Hence f is a non-unit in Rv, and,

in view of our assumption that g is not zero on W, this is only possible if /=0

on W, q.e.d.

4. Existence theorems for valuations with a preassigned center. If Rv is

the valuation ring of a given valuation v of 2/K and if ty» denotes the prime

ideal of non-units of Rv, then by the dimension of v is meant the degree of

transcendency of the residue field Rv/tyv (over K). Let W be the center of v

on V and let 3 denote the quotient ring Q{W). By Theorem 3 we have:

^ßv^3 = nt, where m is the ideal of non-units in 3. Hence 3/ni is a subring

of Rv/tyv, and therefore the dimension of W is not greater than the dimension

ofv. If v is of dimension r — 1, it is called a divisor. A divisor is of the first or of

the second kind with respect to V, according as its center on V is of dimension

r — 1 or less than r — 1.

Theorem 4. Given an s-dimensional irreducible subvariety W of V, there

exist valuations of center W, of any dimension p, sSp^r— 1.

Proof. We consider first two special cases: (a) s = r — 1; (b) s<r — 1,

p = r— 1.

Case (a) (s==r— 1). Let 3* be the integral closure of 3 in 2. The (r —1)-

dimensional prime ideal m of 3 may split in 3* into several prime ideals

ttU*, m2*, • • • , rcu*, all of the same dimension t— 1. It is well known that the

quotient rings 3nlj are valuation rings of divisors v\, ft*. The center

of each divisor vt is our preassigned W, and in this fashion all the divisors of

center Ware obtained.

Case (b) (s<r — 1, p = r— 1). Assuming that PF is at finite distance with

respect to the nonhomogeneous coordinates let o denote, as usual, the ring

of these coordinates, and let p be the prime ideal of W in o. Let Wi, as, • • • ,um

be a base of the ideal p. We select one element among these m elements a, and

we denote it by a. We pass to the ring o' = o [ai/a, a2/a, • • • , am/a], and we

first prove the following lemma:

Lemma 3. For at least one mode of selecting the element a among the elements

ai, as, • • • , am, the following relation will be satisfied: o' ■ pP\o = p.

Proof of the lemma. Since w, = (co,/co) a^o'-a, it follows that the ideal

o'-p coincides with the principal ideal o'-co. Now let us suppose that
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o'-coPio^p, and let us see what restriction, if any, this assumption im-

poses on the element w. Let f be an element of o, which belongs to o'-co

but not to p. We will have then: f = co-/(coi/co, o>2/co, • ■ • , wm/w), where

f(z) =/(zi» z2, • • • , zm) Go [zi, z2, • • • , zm]. If v is the degree of/, the above ex-

pression for f leads to a relation of the form: f • = c6 («,, co2, • • • , wm), where

c6 is a form of degree v, with coefficients in o. This relation implies that f-co"-1

is in p". Since £^O(p), we conclude that p": co""1    a proper divisor of p.

If our lemma is false, then for each element co<, i = l, 2, • • • , m, there

must exist an integer such that p"':co-i-'Dp- Ifcr = maximum {vi,Vt, ■ • - .^m),

then we will have p^cop'Dp, i = l, 2, • • • , j». Hence we have also

p"+p: p'copOp, for any integer p. Now if g= (cr — 2)-m + 1, then it is clear

that (ppcor\ P'^r'- • • • > Pf'Wm~,) = P?, if p = g-<r+l. Therefore the quotient

p3+1:p9 is the intersection of the ideals p«+1: p«-ff+1cöp\ i = l, 2, • ■ ■ , m. But

each of these m ideals is, by hypothesis, a proper divisor of p. Hence also

p5+1: p9 is a proper divisor, and this is impossible since(7) p3+1:p5=p. Our

lemma is thus proved.

We therefore may assume that o'- p/"^o = p. This implies at any rate that

the ideal o' w is not the unit ideal, whence its minimal prime ideals are all

(r — l)-dimensional. The relation o'- pHo = p also implies, and is in fact equiv-

alent to, the assertion that at least one minimal prime ideal of o' -co must con-

tract to p. Let p' be such a minimal prime.

Now let V be the projective model whose general point (in nonhomogene-

ous coordinates) is(8) (£i, |2, • • ■ , £„, coi/w, w2/w, • • • , wm/w), so that o' is

the ring of the nonhomogeneous coordinates of the general point of V. Let

W be the (r— l)-dimensional subvariety of V which is defined by the prime

ideal p'. By the preceding case (a) there exists a (r —l)-dimensional valuation

whose center on V is W. Since p'C\o = p, it follows that the center of v on V

is W. This establishes our theorem in the case under consideration.

To prove the theorem in the general case, s<r — l, sSp<r — l, we shall

keep 5 and p fixed and we shall proceed by induction with respect to r, since,

by the case (b), the theorem is true if r = p+l. We consider an (r — ̂ -dimen-

sional irreducible subvariety Wi of V which contains W and we denote by vi

a divisor of center W\. The residue field Si* of vi is a finite algebraic extension

of the field Si of rational functions on W\. By our induction there exists a

valuation v' of Si, of dimension p, whose center on Wi is W. This valuation v'

has at least one extension v* in S*. Compounding vx with v* we get a com-

posite valuation v of S, of dimension p, whose center is W. This completes the

proof of our theorem.

(7) Let p«+1:p« = 2l. We have then: 2lp«=0(p«+1). On the other hand pCg, whence

3I-pOp9+1. Consequently a-p3 = p4+1 = p-pa. From this it follows (see Krull [2, p. 36]) that

31 and p have the same radical. Since 212 p, it follows that 21 = p.

(8) Comparison with section 11 will show that our V is the transform of Vhy a monoidal

transformation of center W.
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The preceding proof does not give an adequate idea of the totality of all

valuations having a preassigned center. The valuations obtained in the course

of the proof are special in the sense that if their dimension is p then the rank

of their value group is r — p. The following theorem gives more information

about the arbitrary elements which can be assigned in the construction of

valuations with a given center(9):

Theorem 5. Given an arbitrary descending chain (10) WoH±W{Q_ • • • ^W„-i

of irreducible subvarieties of V and given any set of integers po, pi, • • • , p,-i

such that r—l^po>pi> • • • >p^-i, Pi^dimension of Wi, there exists a se-

quence of valuations v0, vi, • • • , v„-i such that: (1) Vi is of dimension p,-, of rank

*+l, and its center is Wi\ (2) Vi is compounded with

We first prove the theorem in the following two special cases: (a) cr=l,

Po = s = dimension of Wo\ (b) cr = l, p0>s.

(a) er = l, po = s = dimension Wo- In this case we have to prove the exist-

ence of a rank 1 valuation, of dimension s, whose center is a given s-dimen-

sional irreducible subvariety Wo of V. We shall use nonhomogeneous

coordinates £i, &,••','{« with respect to which Wo is at finite distance,

so that Wo is given by a prime ideal p in the ring o of these coordinates.

We then adjoin to the ground field 5 elements of o which are algebraically

independent on W, that is, algebraically independent mod p. In this fashion

we achieve a reduction to the case 5=0, so that we may assume that Wo is a

point, say A. It is also permissible to assume(n) that fr+i, £r+2, • ■ • , £„ are

(9) Which ordered groups can be preassigned as value groups for valuations of fields of

algebraic functions, is a question which has been solved completely by S. MacLane and O. F. G.

Schilling in their paper [4].

(10) Note that we do not assume that the chain is strictly descending, that is, that each Wi

is a proper subvariety of

(n) In the case of infinite ground fields, or of ground fields with "sufficiently many" ele-

ments, this assumption can always be realized, in view of the usual proof of Emmy Noether's

normalization theorem, by first subjecting the nonhomogeneous coordinates fi,£2, ••■,£„ to a

linear transformation with "non-special" coefficients in K. In the case of finite ground fields

this is no longer true. However, it will be proved in II.2 that there always exists in the ring

k[?i, {2, • • • , {»] a set of r algebraically independent elements ft, f2, • • • , fr such that the

ring is integrally dependent on the ring K[fi, f2, • • • , f,]. We may then simply include the

elements fi among the elements £,V which does not change the ring of nonhomogeneous co-

ordinates, and we may then proceed as in the text.

We could also proceed in the following fashion. We first pass to the field K' which is gen-

erated over K by the coefficients of the linear transformation on the mentioned above, and we

consider an extension field 2' = K' 2 of 2. The field K' may be assumed to be an algebraic exten-

sion of K. We obtain a new variety V over K', with the same general point (£1, In)

as V. The original subvariety Wo splits on V into at most a finite number of varieties, all of

the same dimension as Wo. If Wo is one of them, the proof given in the text leads to a valuation

v' of 2' of dimension i and rank 1, with center Wo . The valuation v of 2 induced by v' will

have center Wo, dimension 5 and rank 1.
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integrally dependent on K[£i, £2, • • ■ , £,•]• Let A' be the projection(12) of the

point A into the linear space of the r independent variables £1, £§,••'■, £»•• Let

v' be a zero-dimensional and rank 1 valuation of the field K(£i, £2, ■ • • ,

whose center in the above linear space is the point(13) A'. We denote, as usual,

by Rv> the valuation ring of v', and by Ai, A%, ••• • , An the other points of V,

at finite distance and different from A, which project into A'. We can find an

element co in 0 such that co = 0 at A, co?^0 at Ai} i = 1, 2, • • • , Ä. Let

wm +        £2, • ■ • , lO^T1 + • • • + «»(£i, £2, • • • , &>) = 0

be the irreducible equation of integral dependence for co over the ring

K[£i> £2, • • • , &•]• Since co = 0 at A, we must have <zm = 0 at A'. Hence am is a

non-unit in 2?„<. PFe assert that i?„< [co] is a proper ring (that is, is not a field).

We prove this by showing that w is a non-unit in this ring. For suppose that co

is a unit in Rv> [co]. Then we would have: l=co g(co), where g(co) is a poly-

nomial with coefficients in Rv>. Using the above equation of integral depend-

ence and observing that the coefficients a* are polynomials, hence are elements

of Rvi, we can reduce the degree of g(co). We thus find a new relation of the

form: 1 = co(c>oco",~1+6>1com'~2 + ■ ■ ■ -\-bm-i), where bi£Rv-. Comparing this re-

lation with the above relation of integral dependence, we conclude that

b0 = — l/am, a contradiction, since am is a non-unit in Rv>.

Since co is a non-unit in i?„< [<>>], there exists at least one valuation v of 2

such that RV^3RV> [co] and such that co is a non-unit(14) in Rv. Since v' is of rank

1, RV' is a maximal subring of K(£i, £2, • • • , £»•)■ Hence i?„nK(£i, £2, • • • ,

= RV', and therefore the valuation v is an extension of v' and has the same rank

and the same dimension as v', that is, rank 1 and dimension 0. The center of v

on V must be a point at finite distance (since £1, £2, • • • , ^£ÄS'£i?» and

hence oCi?„ for Rv is integrally closed), and this point must project into the

point A'. The center cannot be any of the points A1, A2, • ■ ■ , Ah, since co^O

at A, and this implies that co is a unit in the quotient ring Q(A,•), while, as

we have just seen, co is a non-unit in Rv (compare with Theorem 3). Hence

the center of v is the point A, q.e.d.

(b) Let now cr = l, p>s. We refer to the case (b) of the proof of Theo-

rem 4, where we identify the variety W with our present variety W0. We

had there an (r — l)-dimensional prime ideal p' in 0' such that ö'P\o = p. From

the existence of an (r — l)-dimensional prime ideal in 0' which contracts to p

follows immediately the existence of prime ideals in 0' of any dimension p,

(12) By that we mean that A' is the point which is defined by the contraction of the prime

ideal p in the polynomial ring K[ji, £2, • • • , £r].

(13) The existence of v' is proved in the joint paper by MacLane and Schilling [4].

(14) This is implied by the fundamental theorem on principal orders which states that an

integrally closed integral domain (not a field) is the intersection of the valuation rings which

contain it (see Krull [2, p. 111]). It is necessary only to observe that the integral closure of a

proper ring is also a proper ring. For if a ring R is proper, it contains a non-unit a, and it is seen

immediately that 1/a cannot be integrally dependent on R.
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r— l^pz^s, which contract to(16) p. Let ö" be such a prime ideal and let

W" be the corresponding irreducible p-dimensional subvariety of V. By the

preceding case (a), there exists a valuation v, of rank 1 and of dimension p,

whose center on V is W". Since p"P\o = p, the center of v on V is W, q.e.d.

To prove our theorem in the general case, we first prove this lemma:

Lemma A-.IfW and Wi are irreducible subvarieties of V such that WQWiCZV

and if Vi is a valuation of center W\, then there exists a valuation v of center W,

which is compounded with Vi.

Proof. Let Si be the residue field of the valuation vi and let n denote the

homomorphic mapping of S onto (Si, «j) defined by V\. Since Q(W)C.Q(Wi)

(Lemma 1, 1.3) and Q(Wi)QRVl, it follows that if we put S = Q(W), then

Ti-^CSi. The elements of 3 which are mapped into zero under ri are non-

units in Q(Wi). Since W is a proper subvariety of W\, there are non-units in

Q(W) which are units in Q(Wi). Hence Ti3 is a proper ring. There exists then

at least one valuation v' of Si such that Rv>^3ti- 3- Let % denote the valua-

tion obtained by compounding v with v', and let Wi be the center of t%. By

Lemma 2, 1.3, we have W2QW1. Since Rv>12ti-it follows that i?„,23i

whence, by Theorem 3 (1.3), we have W^W2. If W2 = W, then our lemma is

proved (»=»2). If, however, W is a proper subvariety of W2, then we replace V\

and Wi by v2 and W% and we repeat the above procedure. Since v2 is of smaller

dimension than »i, this process cannot continue indefinitely, q.e.d.

We now are in position to complete the proof of the theorem in the gen-

eral case. Since by the special cases (a) and (b) treated above the theorem

is true in the case cr = l, we assume that the theorem is true for o = h — 1 and

we proceed to prove the theorem for <r = h. We can therefore assume the

existence of the valuation v0, vu ■ ■ ■ , va~2 and we have only to prove the

existence of v„_i. The valuation va-2 is of dimension p„_2 and its center is Wa-i-

We have to prove the existence of a valuation v,-\, of dimension p<,_i, which

is compounded with z>„_2, is of rank one higher than the rank of p,_s and has

center W'„-1. For simplicity we shall denote W,-2, W„-i, p„_2, p<r-i and va-2

by Wi, W, pi, p and v\, respectively, so that we have now:

Wi 5 H' Pi > p ^ dimension W; pi 3: dimension 14^1.

We first provide ourselves with a projective model V on which the center W{

of Vi is exactly of dimension (16) pi. We then consider, for auxiliary purposes,

(15) Let cti, 0:2, • • ■ , a, be s elements of 0 which are algebraically independent modulo p

and let us take as new ground field the field K1 = K(ai, «2, ■ • • , «s). IfOi = Ki-o,o' =Ki-o',

0rfl = pi, o'-p' = pi, then, over K1; pi is zero-dimensional, p/ is (r — 1 — i)-dimensional, and

pi' r~\0i = pi. Let pi" be any (p—i)-dimensional prime divisor of pi', and let p/'fAo' = p". Then

p"is of dimension p, over K, and p"r^o = p.

(16) As nonhomogeneous coordinates of such a model V we may take any finite set of gen-

erators of S which belong to i?„t and such that pi of these generators have algebraically inde-

pendent residues in the residue field of v\.
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an arbitrary valuation v which is compounded with vi and whose center on V

is W (Lemma 4; if Wi=W, we put v = vi). Let W denote the center of v

on V, whence W,CZW{ (Lemma 2, 1.3). We next select nonhomogeneous

coordinates £i, £t, • • • , |« for the general point of Fand nonhomogeneous co-

ordinates fi, ^2, • ■ ■ , fm for the general point of V in such a fashion that W

and W be at finite distance with respect to these coordinates. Finally

we denote by V* the projective model whose general point is (£i, £„,

fi, f2, • • ■ , fm). and we denote by o, o' and 0*, respectively, the corresponding

rings K[£], K[f], K[£, f] of the nonhomogeneous coordinates.

Let W* and W* be the centers on V* of the valuations v and zu, respec-

tively. Since W and W are at finite distance, we have: oCi?„, o'Ci?B) and,

by a stronger reason, oCi?Cj, o'Cj?^. Therefore o*Cj?t,, o*C2?Sjl and conse-

quently W* and TFi* are at finite distance. Let p, pi; p', pi' ; p*, pi* denote the

prime ideal of W, W\\ W, Wl ; W*, Wf in o, o' and o* respectively. It is

clear that:

p* c\ o = p,    pi* r\ o = pi.

Moreover W*QW*. The above relations show that any valuation of center W*

on V* has W as center on V. We also point out that V* shares with V the

property that the center of vx on that variety is exactly of dimension pi. This

follows immediately from the relation: pi*no'=pi . The variety V and the

auxiliary valuation v have now served their purpose and will not be used any

more.

(1) Suppose first that W* is of dimension at most p. By the special case

tr = l, we can find a p-dimensional, rank 1 valuation of the field of rational

functions on Wf, having W* as center. This valuation has at least one ex-

tension in the residue field of the valuation Vi. Let z/2 be such an extension.

Since the residue field of Vi is an algebraic extension of the field of rational

functions on Wf, it follows that also v2 is of rank 1 and dimension p. Com-

pounding Vi with fl2, we get a valuation v of 2, of dimension p, of rank one

higher than in. Its center on V* is W*, hence its center on V is W. This valua-

tion v is the valuation iv-i, whose existence we have claimed in our the-

orem. (2) Suppose now that W* is of dimension greater than p. Since p*P\ o = p

and since p is of dimension at most p, it follows that we can find in o* a prime

p-dimensional ideal which divides p* and which likewise contracts(17) to p.

This prime ideal defines a p-dimensional irreducible subvariety W* of V*

which we can use with the same effect instead of W*, since the two essential

conditions: (1) W0*QW*, (2) every valuation of center W0* has IF as center

on V, are still satisfied. But now W0* has dimension p, and we have therefore

the case (1) just considered. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.

(") See footnote IS.
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Part II. General theory of birational correspondences

1. Valuation-theoretic definition of a birational correspondence. Let V

and V be two birationally equivalent r-dimensional irreducible algebraic

varieties. The two varieties can be regarded as projective models of one and

the same field 2 of algebraic functions(18), and if they are so regarded there

arises a well defined correspondence between the irreducible subvarieties of V

(of all possible dimension from 0 to r— 1 inclusive) and the irreducible sub-

varieties of V. It is the birational correspondence between V and V, or the

birational transformation of V into V. This correspondence, which we shall

denote by T, is defined as follows(19):

Definition 1. Two irreducible subvarieties W and W of V and V respec-

tively (not necessarily of the same dimension) correspond to each other (in sym-

bols: T(W) = W, r-1(W) = W), if there exists a valuation v of the field 2 such

that the center of v on V is W and the center of v on V is W.

Note that this definition retains its full meaning also when V and V are

coincident varieties (as varieties in the projective space). In this case we deal

with an automorphism r of 2 and we have a birational transformation of W

into itself. It is only necessary to regard the two coincident varieties V and

V as distinct projective models of 2, in the sense that the general point of

V is (£i, £», • • • , £„) and the general point of V is (r£i, t£2, • • • , t£„).

From the results of 1.3 and 1.4 we deduce immediately the following prop-

erties of a birational correspondence:

A. Given WCZV, there exists at least one W'CZV such that T(W) = W

(Theorem 4, 1.4).

B. If WQ WidV and W{ = T( Wi), there exists a W such that W = T( W)

and W'CW{ . In particular, if to Wi there corresponds a point P' on V, then P'

corresponds to each point of W\.

A birational correspondence is, generally speaking, not a (1, 1) corre-

spondence. There may very well exist varieties W on V such that T is not

single-valued at W, that is, such that to W there correspond more than one

subvariety of V. Similarly for T~x and V. These varieties W are exceptional

in the sense that they lie on algebraic subvarieties of V (see Theorem 15,

II.9). The analysis of these exceptions to the (1, 1) character of a birational

correspondence is the main goal of our study. At this stage, however, we wish

(18) The fields 2, 2' of rational functions on Fand V, respectively, are isomorphic over K.

When we say that V and V are projective models of one and the same field we imply that the

fields 2, 2' have been identified. The identification is determined to within an automorphism

of 2. When we speak of a birational correspondence we refer to a fixed identification of the

two fields.

(19) From now on irreducible subvarieties of V shall be denoted by the letter W, with or

without subscripts. Similarly W, W', W{ and so on shall always denote irreducible subvarieties

of V.
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to give a very simple but important criterion for the uniqueness of T(W) when

W is given:

Theorem 6. If T(W) = W and if Q(W')QQ(W), then W is the only sub-
variety of V which corresponds to W.

Proof. By hypothesis, there exists a valuation Vi whose center on V is W

and whose center on V is W. Let v be an arbitrary valuation of center W.

We have RV^Q(W), whence RV^Q(W). Every non-unit of Q(W') is a non-

unit of RVl (Theorem 3, 1.3), hence it is also a non-unit of Q(W). We conclude

that every non-unit of Q(W') is a non-unit in Rv, and our theorem follows

from Theorem 3.

2. The birational correspondence between V and a derived normal model

V. In our paper [7] we have proved that from any irreducible algebraic vari-

ety V it is possible to pass to what we have called a derived normal model V of

V. That proof dealt only with algebraically closed ground fields of character-

istic zero. To extend the proof to arbitrary ground fields additional considera-

tions are necessary.

First of all we shall need an extension of the normalization theorem of

Emmy Noether to finite ground fields. Given a finite integral domain

K[£i< £2, ■ ■ ■ , £„] of degree of transcendency r over an infinite ground field

K, the Noether normalization theorem states that there exist r linear combin-

ations £/ =y,?_1Cji = l, 2, ■ • • , r, with coefficients in K, which are alge-

braically independent over K and which are such that £1, &».'**>£« are

integrally dependent on £/, £2', ■ ■ ■ , £/. This theorem, as it stands, is not

generally true when K is a finite field. In this case we can still assert that ele-

ments such as £1 , £2', • • • , £/ can be found in the ring i£[£i, £2, • • • , £„],

provided we drop the condition that these elements be linear in the £'s. The

proof of this assertion, as given below, was communicated orally to me by

Irvin Cohen.

We shall first consider an homogeneous integral domain o*=K[r)0, r?i,

• • • , ??„], of degree of transcendency r + 1, that is, one whose generating ele-

ments 7]i are the homogeneous coordinates of the general point of an r-dimen-

sional variety V.

(a) If the ideal (jji, 772, • - • , Vn) in 0* is irrelevant, then 770 is integrally

dependent on rji, 172, • • • , t]n. For the hypothesis implies that the point

yo=T. yi=yi= • ■ • =y« = 0 is not on V, and hence there must exist a form

f(yo, yi, ■ ■ ■ , yn) such that /(770, 771, • • ■ , nn) =0 and/(l, 0, • • • , 0)^0.

If p is the degree of/, the term 77S must therefore occur in f(ri), and this

proves our assertion.

(b) More generally, if the ideal (17^+1, 77,1+2, ■ ■ • , 77«) is irrelevant, then

Vo, Vu ■ ■ ■ , Vk are integrally dependent on 7]k+1, 774+2, • • • , 77«. Proof by induc-

tion with respect to k (that is, with respect to the number £ + 1 of elements

77< which do not occur in the set 77^+1, 77^+2, • • • , 17J. By (a), 770 is integrally
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dependent on 771, 772, • • • , 17». Since every element of 0* is integrally depend-

ent on 77!, 772, • • • , Vn, the elements r]k+1, i)k+2, ■ ■ ■ , 77,, generate in the ring

K[vu 772, • • • , 77„] an ideal of the same dimension as that of the ideal gener-

ated by them in 0*, that is, they generate in K[rji, 772, • • • , 77„] an irrelevant

ideal. By our induction it follows that 771, 772, • • • , 77* are integrally dependent

on rjk+i, yk+2, ■ ■ ■ , Vn, q.e.d.

(c) // coo, tai, • • ■ , 0T are forms in 770, 771, ■ • • , »7n, all of the same degree h,

and if the ideal (co0, coi, • • • , cor) is irrelevant, then the rj's are integrally depend-

ent on the co's. For if 77qä), r)f\ ■ ■ ■ form a linear base for the forms of degree h

in the 17's and if we include the co's in this base, then applying (b) to the ring

K[r}(0h), 771"', • • • ], we conclude that 77^, 9j* • • • , rfö are integrally dependent

on the co's.

(d) We obviously can select (in many ways) r + 1 forms f0, fi, • • • , £r in

0* such that the ideal (f0, fi, • • • , fr) be irrelevant. We can then find ex-

ponents <Ji such that the forms co,- = fJ' be of like degree. Then it follows, by

(c), that the 77's are integrally dependent on coo, cor. This completes

the proof of the extended "normalization theorem" for homogeneous integral

domains.

From an homogeneous integral domain PJ[t70, 77!, • • • , -nn\, of degree of

transcendency r + 1, we get an arbitrary integral domain £2, ■ • •,£«],

of degree of transcendency r, by putting £,= i/</tyo. We apply step (d) above,

and we observe that of the r + 1 forms ft, one, say f0, can be taken arbitrarily.

If we put fo = '?o, then co0 is a power of 770, say «0 = 77^. It is then seen immedi-

ately that the r elements £/ = oii/rus, i = \, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r, are polynomials in the

£'s and that £1, £„ are integrally dependent on £/ , £2', ■ • ■ , £/ ■ This

completes the proof.

Let (770, 771, • • • , 77«) be the general point of V (the coordinates 77,- are

homogeneous(20) and let P = K[?7o, 771, • • • , 77«]. Let P be integral closure

of P in its quotient field. We first need to establish in the most general case

that P is a finite P-module. By the normalization theorem of Emmy

Noether, let f0, ft, • • • , be r+1 algebraically independent elements

in P such that every element of P is integrally dependent on K [f0, f 1, • • •, fr]-

This last ring is a polynomial ring and we shall denote it by P. Since the field

S=K(t7o, 77!, • • • , 77„) is a finite algebraic extension of the quotient field

of the polynomial ring R, it follows that the integral closure R of R in 2 is a

finite R-module. This result, for arbitrary ground fields, has been proved by

F. K. Schmidt [5]. Since PC. R, it follows that every element of P is integrally

dependent on R. But since R is a finite P-module and is therefore a chain-

theorem ring, it is well known that every element of S which is integrally

dependent on R is also integrally dependent on P, that is, belongs to R.

Hence PQR, that is, P— R. Thus P is a finite P-module, q.e.d.

(20) To avoid repetitions, we stipulate from now on that whenever the subscript in a set of

coordinates begins with 0, the coordinates are homogeneous.
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Since P is a finite P-module, it is a finite integral domain over K. Let

P = K|Jo, ?i, • • • , ?»■]• As in the quoted paper [7] (see p. 290), we may-

assume also here that the f < are homogeneous elements.

Then by exactly the same procedure as that carried out in our quoted

paper we can show that if co0*, co*, • • • , co* is a linear K-basis for all the

homogeneous elements of P of a given degree 5, then for suitable integers 8

it will be true that every homogeneous element in P whose degree is a multiple

p8 of 5, p>0, is necessarily a form of degree p in co0*, co*, • • • , co*. From

that we concluded in the quoted paper that for such an integer 8 the ring

P* = K[co0*, co*, ■ • • , co*] is integrally closed in its quotient field, whence the

variety V whose general point is (co0*, co*, • • • , co*) is normal. This variety V

we termed a derived normal variety of V. It was pointed out to me by Irvin

Cohen that the above conclusion fails to hold true if K is not maximally

algebraic in the field 2 of rational functions on V, that is, if Vis not absolutely

irreducible (see [10, Lemma 4, p. 64]). For in this case the elements of 2

which are algebraic over K but are not in K, that is, the homogeneous elements

of degree zero, are certainly not in the ring P*. However, it is still true that

P* contains all homogeneous integral quantities (that is, the homogeneous

elements of the quotient field of P* which are integrally dependent of P*)

of positive degree. Hence if a* is any integral quantity in the quotient field

of P*, then the products a*co*, i = 0, 1, • • • , p., belong to P*, since they

are sums of homogeneous integral quantities of positive degree. It follows

that the irrelevant ideal P* (co0*, co*, ■ ■ • , cof) is the conductor of the ring P*

with respect to its integral closure in the quotient field of P*. This implies that

the variety V is locally normal in the sense of Definition 3 given later on in

this section (see also [7, Theorem 13, p. 286]). For our purpose a locally

normal variety is just as effective as a normal variety. We shall continue to

call V the derived normal model of V, it being understood that if V is not

absolutely irreducible then V is only locally normal. It may be well to point

out at this stage the self-evident fact that if V is not absolutely irreducible,

the field 2 does not possess at all normal models over K.

For the general theory of birational correspondences it is necessary to

establish first some properties of the birational correspondence between a

given model V and a derived normal model V of V. For it will follow from

the properties of this birational correspondence that the properties of a bi-

rational correspondence between any two models V, V can be readily de-

duced from the properties of the birational correspondence between the

derived normal models of V and V. Therefore, there is no loss of generality

if the theory is restricted to normal models. On the other hand, the emphasis

on normal models is advantageous, both from a technical and a conceptual

standpoint, since in the case of normal varieties the theory of birational cor-

respondences is free from many accidental complications and irrelevant ex-

ceptions which one often encounters on non-normal varieties.
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Let us therefore consider the case in which one of the two birationally

equivalent varieties V, V is a derived normal model of the other. Let,

say, V be a derived normal model of V and let (770, rji, ■ • • , 77J and

O70. Vi', " " ' > Vm) be the general points of V and of V, respectively. Let h

be the degree of homogeneity of V. The elements 77/ form then a linear base

for the elements of the field K(?io, »71» * * • , Vn) which are integrally dependent

on 770, 771, • • • , 77„ and which are homogeneous of degree h. Moreover, the ring

P' =K[t7o , 771', ■ • • , Vm ] is integrally closed (in its quotient field), or at any

rate contains all homogeneous integers of positive degree.

It will be convenient to use an auxiliary projective model V* defined as

follows. Let 770*, 77*, • • • , 7?* be a linear base for the forms of degree h in

Vo, Vu • • • > in, with coefficients in K. We take as V* the variety whose gen-

eral point is (770*, 771*, • • • , 77s*).

Lemma 5. The birational correspondence between V and V* is (1, 1) without

exceptions^21). Any two corresponding irreducible subvarieties of V and V have

the same dimension and the same quotient ring.

Proof. Let W and W* be two corresponding irreducible subvarieties of V

and V*, respectively. We assume that ij0^0 on W. Since the 77*'s constitute

a linear base for the forms of degree h in the 77's, we may assume that 770 is

one of the 77*'s, say 770 = 770*. If v be a valuation of center W and W*, then

o(jj,/i7o)^0, since 770on W. From this it follows that ^(77 */r}*) ^0, for

_/ = 0, 1, • • • , s, and hence (see 1.3) 770*5^0 on W*. Now let f be any element

of Q{W), say f =<p(y)/ip(y), where 0 and \p are forms of like degree and where

\p(ri) y^O on W. We may assume that the common degree of <p and yp is a multi-

ple of h, say ph, since we can multiply both <p and ^ by any power of 770

without destroying the inequality -.xpy^O on W. But if c6 and \p are of degree ph,

then they can be expressed as forms of degree p in the ?7*'s: <p(rj) =c/>*(t7*),

^(77) =^*(t7*). Since ^(77)^0 on W, we have v(\p(v)/vo) =0. Hence

z#*(77*)/77o*') =0, and this shows that ^(77*) ^0 on W*. Since f = c/>*(t?*)/\p*(n*),

we conclude that f £<2( W*).

A quite similar argument shows that if £(E.Q(W*), then t4zQ(W). Hence

the quotient rings Q(W) and Q{W*) coincide, and from this our lemma fol-

lows in view of Theorem 3 (1.3).

The lemma shows that as far as the study of the birational correspondence

between V and V is concerned, it is permissible to replace V by V*. Let us

see therefore how V is related to V*.

Every homogeneous element in K(t70, 771, • • • , 77«), of degree h,—and in

particular each element 77/—can be written as a quotient of two forms in

the 77's whose degrees are multiples of h. Any such quotient is a quotient of

(21) When we say that a birational correspondence between two varieties Fand V is (1, 1)

without exceptions, we mean that it is (1, 1) as a correspondence between the irreducible sub-

varieties of V and the irreducible subvarieties of V.
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two forms in the y*'s. Hence rj/ £K(t?0*, 77*, • • • , rj*). Conversely, each de-

ment 77*, being homogeneous of degree h, is a linear form in the rj"s. We there-

fore conclude that the two fields K(yB*, r?i*, • • • , 77*) and K(t>«, »»/,•••, i}m)

coincide.

The elements 77*, which as elements of the field K(r70, rji, • • • , yn) are

homogeneous of degree h, as elements of the field K(i70*, r>i*, • • • , r;s*) are

to be regarded as homogeneous, of degree 1. The same remark applies to

the elements 77/. Moreover, the elements 77/ constitute a linear base for the

elements of the field K(?7o*, 77*, • * • , 77*) which are homogeneous of degree 1

and which are integrally dependent on 770*, r]*, ■ ■ ■ , 77*. We conclude from

all this that V is also a derived normal variety of V*, of degree of homogeneity 1.

Thus, while not every variety V possesses a derived normal variety of degree

of homogeneity 1, we may nevertheless assume—and we do so assume—that

we had originally h = 1; this assumption amounts to replacing V by V*.

Now that we have h = l, it follows that 77's are linear combinations of

the ?7"s, whence V is a projection of the normal model V. Moreover, the ring

P'=K[t7'] is now either the integral closure of the ring P=K[t7] in its quo-

tient field or contains at any rate all homogeneous integral quantities of

positive degree.

Let now W and W be corresponding irreducible subvarieties of V and V,

respectively. We assume that 770 5^0 on W and that 770' =770. / assert that

770^0 on W. To see this we have only to show that v(r)l /770') ̂ 0,

t = 0j 1, • • • , in, for at least one valuation of center W. We take as v a valua-

tion which has also W as center on V. We write the relation of integral de-

pendence for 77/ over P. It is of the form (see our paper [7, p. 286, equation

(33)]):

Vi   + +  •  • •   + a^t?)  = 0,

where «,(77) is a form of degree j in 770, 771, • • • , 77«. If we divide this equation

by 770, we see that the quotients 77//770 are integrally dependent on the quo-

tients 771/770, 772/770, • • • , Vn/vo- Since 770^0 on W, these quotients are in Rv,

and this proves our assertion.

Let ^5 and ^ß' be the prime homogeneous ideals of W and of W in the

ring P and P', respectively. From the fact that 770?=0 on IF and 770' (= 770) 5^0

on W and from the very definition of the center of a valuation, it follows

immediately that $ = ^J'^P. Since the elements of P' are integrally depend-

ent on P, there is only a finite number of prime ideals in P' which contract

to These ideals are all homogeneous(22) and of the same dimension as

We therefore reach the following conclusion:

To each irreducible subvariety W of V there corresponds a unique subvariety

W to V, while to each irreducible subvariety W of V there corresponds a finite

(2Z) The prime ideals ty' which contract to ^3 are the minimal primes of the extended ideal

P'-^5 and therefore are homogeneous, by Theorem 2 (1.1).
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number of subvarieties W of V. Two corresponding varieties W and W have

the same dimension.

We now investigate the relationship between the quotient rings of two cor-

responding varieties W and W. We pass to the rings o = K[fi, £•»•••,£»]

and o'=K[£i, ft ,•••,£»' ] of the nonhomogeneous coordinates t;i = rn/r)0

and £/ = 77//770', where 170 = 770 • Here 0' is the integral closure of 0. Let p be

the prime o-ideal of W. Any W which corresponds to W will be at finite

distance with respect to the coordinates £/ and will be given in 0' by a prime

ideal which contracts to p. Let p/, p2, ■ ■ ■ , p/ be the prime o'-ideals which

contract to p, and let W{, Wl, ■ ■ ■ , Wl be the corresponding subvarieties

of V. Let

3 = Q(W) = op,      3/ = Q{Wl) = op;,

and let m and ml denote the ideals of non-units in 3 and 3/, respectively.

We have 3/23 and 3/ is integrally closed. Let 3* denote the integral

closure of 3- Then 3/ 23*Do' and we can consider the ideals mf = m/P\3*-

The ideals mf, m2*, • • ■ , mf are distinct, since mfP\o' = mt' P\o' = p'. The

ideals mf contract to one and the same ideal in 3, namely to rrt, since pi P>o =p

and m=3 p- The quotient ring of mf in 3* is contained in 3/ since

ntf = m/r>\3*- On the other hand, the quotient ring 3/ is contained in the

quotient ring of mf, since m8*Ao' =p/. Hence the quotient ring of mf in the

ring 3* coincides with 3/ •

The foregoing properties of 3* can also be derived from the general theory

of quotient rings (see 1.2 (1)). It is only necessary to observe that 3* coincides

with the quotient ring 0/, where S = o— p. From this remark it follows im-

mediately that the ideals mf, rrt2*, • • • , mf are the only prime ideals of 3*

which contract to m. The connection between the quotient ring Q(W) and

the v quotient rings Q(Wl) is therefore fully established. Reassuming, we can

now state the following theorem:

Theorem 7. The birational correspondence between an irreducible algebraic

variety V and a derived normal variety V of V has the following properties:

(A) Two corresponding subvarieties W and W of V and V, respectively,

have the same dimension, and we have: Q(W)CZQ(W).

(B) Given W, the corresponding W is uniquely determined, while to a given

W there corresponds a finite number of varieties W.

(C) // 3* denotes the integral closure of the quotient ring 3 = Q{W), and

if mf, m2*, • • • , mf are the prime ideals in 3* which contract to the ideal of

non-units in 3, then there are exactly v varieties W{ , Wl, ■ • • , Wl which cor-

respond to W, and for a suitable ordering of the indices we will have Q(W[) = 3m*-

Corollary 1. The birational correspondence between any two derived normal

varieties of V is (1, 1) without exceptions, and corresponding subvarieties have

the same quotient ring.
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Other corollaries follow from Theorem 7. We first give the following defini-

tions :

Definition 2. If Q{W) is integrally closed, then V is said to be locally

normal at W.

Definition 3. If V is locally normal at each of its irreducible subvarieties,

then V is said to be a locally normal variety (23).

A locally normal variety is characterized by the property that it is normal

in the affine space for every choice of the nonhomogeneous coordinates. For

that it is necessary and sufficient (see our paper [7, Theorem 13, p. 286]) that

the conductor of the ring P = K[?7o,' riu • ■ •,??„] with respect to the integral

closure of P be an irrelevant ideal.

Corollary 2. If V is locally normal at W then to W there corresponds a

unique subvariety W of the derived normal model V, and the quotient rings

Q(W), Q(W') coincide.

Corollary 3. If V is locally normal, then the birational correspondence be-

tween V and a derived normal variety V of V is (1, 1) without exceptions, and

the correspondence preserves quotient rings.

Corollary 4. The irreducible subvarieties of V to which there corresponds

more than one variety on V all lie on the subvariety C of V which is defined by

the conductor & of the ring P = K[-q0, • ■ ■ , )),] with respect to the integral

closure of P. Outside of C, the birational correspondence between V and V is

(1,1) and it preserves quotient rings.

3. The fundamental elements of a birational correspondence. We con-

sider a birational correspondence T between two locally normal varieties V

and V (the general case is discussed briefly at the end of this section). Let W

be an irreducible subvariety of V.

Definition 4. We say that W is (1) regular, (2) irregular, or (3) funda-

mental for T if there exists a W' on V such that W' = T(W) and, respectively,

(1) Q{W)=Q(W'), (2) Q(W)DQ(W') or (3) Q(W)£Q(W').

The following theorem is merely a statement of some properties of regular,

irregular and fundamental varieties which follow directly from the definition

and from Theorem 6 (II.1) and which we shall use very frequently:

Theorem 8.

(A) If W is regular or irregular, then to W there corresponds a unique W'

on V.

(2Z) For V to be locally normal it is sufficient that V be locally normal at each of its points.

For if W is any irreducible subvariety of Fand if P is any point of W, then Q(W) is also the

quotient ring of a prime ideal in Q(P). If Q(P) is integrally closed, a\&oQ(W) is integrally closed.
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(B) If W is regular for T and if W = T(W), then W is of the same dimen-

sion as W and is regular for T^1.

(C) If W is irregular and W = T(W), then W is fundamental for T~l, and

the dimension of W is less than or equal to the dimension of W.

(D) If W is fundamental, then Q(W)^Q(W) for any W which corresponds

to W.

(E) A necessary and sufficient condition that W not be fundamental is that

for a suitable choice of the nonhomogeneous coordinates fi, £2', ■ • • , £m of the

general point of V, the ring 0' of these coordinates be contained in Q{W).

The proof of (E) is immediate. For assume that o'QQ(W) and let p' be

the prime o'-ideal which is the contraction of the ideal of non-units of Q(W).

Then if W is the irreducible subvariety of V which is defined by p', then

Q(W')QQ(W) and by Theorem 3 every valuation of center W on V has

center W on V.

The sets of regular, irregular and fundamental varieties are mutually ex-

clusive. We now give the following definition:

Definition 5. A birational correspondence T is regular, if every W is regu-

lar for T.

It is clear that if T is regular, then also T~l is regular (Theorem 8 (B))

A regular birational correspondence is a (1, 1) correspondence, without ex-

ceptions, and it preserves quotient rings. We have encountered examples of

regular birational correspondences in the preceding section (Lemma 5; Theo-

rem 7, Corollaries 1 and 3).

The next theorem shows that Theorem 8 (A) expresses a characteristic

property of a non-fundamental W.

Theorem 9. If to W there corresponds a unique subvariety W of V, then W

is not fundamental for T (hence is either regular or irregular).

Proof. Since V is locally normal, the quotient ring Q(W) is integrally

closed. By the fundamental theorem on principal orders(14), Q(W) is the in-

tersection of the valuation rings which contain Q(W). Let Rvl be one of these

valuation rings. Since Rvi^Q(W), it follows that the center of Vi on V is

either W or a subvariety W\ of V which properly contains W (Theorem 3,

1.3). In the second case there exists a valuation v which is compounded with v\

and has center W (Lemma 4, 1.4). Since RVCZRV1 we can omit i?„, from the

set of valuation rings which contain Q(W), without affecting the intersection

of these rings. Hence Q(W) is also the intersection of the valuation rings which

belong to valuations of center W. Since, by hypothesis, all valuations of center

W on V have the same center W on V, it follows that the corresponding

valuation rings all contain Q(W'). Consequently Q(W)~^Q(W), as was as-

serted.
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Corollary. The dimension of a fundamental variety W cannot exceed r — 2.

For if IF has dimension r — 1, then Q(W) is itself a valuation ring, namely

the valuation ring of a divisor v. Therefore W is the center of only one valua-

tion, namely of the divisor v.

Theorem 10. // W is fundamental, then to W there correspond on V in-

finitely many varieties W.

Proof. We shall prove that if to W there corresponds on V only a finite

number of varieties, then W is not fundamental.

Let W{, W{, • • • , Wh be the irreducible subvarieties of V which corre-

spond to W. If v is any valuation of center W, then Rv must contain at least

one of the h quotient rings Q(W{). Hence Rv contains the intersection of these

quotient rings. Since Q(W) is the intersection of all Rv, it follows that Q(W)

contains the intersection of the h quotient rings Q(WI).

We can find a form <p(rjo , ij/, • • • , t/J), of a sufficiently high degree v,

such that 05^0 on wj, t = l, 2, • ■ ■ , h. We pass from V to the variety V{

whose general point is defined by a linear K-basis of the forms of degree v

in Tjo , Vi ) • ■ • , Vm ■ By Lemma 5, V and V{ are in regular birational corre-

spondence, hence we may replace in our proof V by V{. We may therefore

assume that 0 is one of the elements 77/, say 0 = 770'. From the fact that

770' 5^0 on W'i , 2 = 1, 2, • • • , h, it follows that the ring 0' of the nonhomo-

geneous coordinates £/ =77//770' is contained in each quotient ring Q(W').

Since the intersection of the rings Q(W') is contained in Q{W), our theorem

follows from Theorem 8 (E).

We shall now discuss briefly the general case in which V and V are not

locally normal. Let V and V be derived normal varieties of V and V re-

spectively. Let IF be an irreducible subvariety of Fand let IFi, W2, ■ • ■ , Wh

be the irreducible varieties on V which correspond to W (Theorem 7 (B)).

We shall denote by T the birational correspondence between V and V.

Definition 6. The variety W is regular for T, if each Wi, i=l, 2, • ■ ■ , h,

is regular for T; W is fundamental for T, if at least one of the varieties Wi is

fundamental for T; W is irregular for T, if it is neither regular nor fundamental,

that is, if no Wi is fundamental for T and if at least one Wi is irregular for T.

Of the theorems proved in this section for locally normal varieties, Theo-

rems 9 and 10 continue to hold in the general case. The validity of Theorem 10

is obvious. As to Theorem 9, the proof is as follows. If T is single-valued

at W, say T(W) = W', then any irreducible subvariety of V which corre-

sponds to Wi under T (i = l, 2, • • • , h) must be among the irreducible sub-

varieties of V which correspond to W' in the birational correspondence

between V and V. Hence to each Wi there can correspond on W only a

finite number of varieties. Therefore no Wi is fundamental (Theorem 10)

for T, and therefore, by definition, W is not fundamental for T.
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In particular, if T(W) = W and if Q(W)3jQ(W), then W is not funda-
mental. This follows from Theorem 6, 11.1.

On the other hand, other results established for locally normal varieties

do not generalize to varieties which are not locally normal. For instance,

parts (A) and (B) of Theorem 8 cease to be true in the general case. Also the

defining property of a non-fundamental variety used in Definition 4 ceases to

be a property of non-fundamental varieties in the general case, that is, if W

is not fundamental that does not mean that there must exist a W such that

W' = T(W) and Q(W)^Q(W). Also the condition stated in Theorem 8 (E)

is sufficient, but no longer necessary.

Note that according to Definition 6 the birational correspondence be-

tween a variety V and derived normal variety of V is free from fundamental

elements on either variety.

We shall agree to use Definition 5 of regular birational correspondences

also in the case of varieties which are not locally normal.

4. A question of terminology. At this stage it becomes necessary to point

out and to disciiss the difference between our terminology and the terminol-

ogy used heretofore in the literature. This difference concerns the meaning of

the term "fundamental" and our use of the new term "irregular."

In the case of algebraic surfaces it is the sense of the old terminology that

both points and curves can be fundamental: a point P is fundamental if it is

transformed into a curve V, and any such curve V, which is then the trans-

form of a point, is "fundamental." As far as the notion of a fundamental

point is concerned this is in agreement with our terminology, from Theorem 8

(A) and Theorem 10. However, by Theorem 9, corollary, a curve on an alge-

braic surface can never be fundamental in our sense. The "fundamental"

curves in the sense of the old terminology are irregular curves in our sense.

The reasons for our terminology—or better—the inadequacy of the old

terminology(24) become apparent in the case of higher varieties. Let us con-

sider, for instance, a birational correspondence T between two 3-dimensional

varieties V and V. Again, according to the old terminology we may have

"fundamental" loci of all dimensions from 0 to 2. As far as fundamental

points and "fundamental" surfaces are concerned, the situation is the same

as in the case of algebraic surfaces: there is complete agreement on funda-

mental points, while according to our terminology there are definitely no

"fundamental" surfaces, but only irregular surfaces. It is, however, the use

of the term "fundamental curve" that brings out some significant facts.

I can find no clear-cut definition of a fundamental curve in the literature.

This much is certain: if a curve V is such that 2"(r) is a surface, or if T cor-

responds to each point of another curve, then in the old terminology (and

(24) The best justification for our terminology is its own logical consistency. We call funda-

mental a variety W if and only if the birational correspondence T is infinitely many-valued at W.

Otherwise W is either regular or irregular.
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also in our terminology) T is fundamental (respectively, of the "first" or of

the "second kind"). Suppose, however, that the transform of Y is a single

point. I am not certain whether or not such a curve is fundamental in the

sense of the old terminology. If it is, then the terminology is confusing, since

we are dealing here with a curve at which the birational transformation is

single-valued. If it is not, then the terminology is inconsistent, in view of the

use of the term "fundamental" surface, since in both cases we are dealing with

a IF such that T(W) is unique and is of lower dimension than W.

It is quite possible that in the old terminology no special name has ever

been assigned to a curve Y such that T{Y) is a single point. If that is the

case, then this is probably due to the fact that, as a rule, only nonsingular

models have been considered in the literature. If the three-dimensional varie-

ties V and V are nonsingular, then a curve Y which is transformed into a

point necessarily lies on a surface which is transformed into a curve (see

11.10, Theorem 17, corollary). Thus, such a curve Y always lies on a "funda-

mental" surface, and there seemed to be no compelling reason for giving these

curves a special name. However, in the case of singular models it may very

well happen that a curve Y whose dimension is lowered by the birational trans-

formation T and at which T is single-valued (these two properties imply that

W is irregular; see Theorem 8 (B) and Theorem 9) does not lie on any sur-

face having the same properties (compare with Theorem 17, 11.10). Some

term for such a curve is necessary, and the term "fundamental" we reject for

reasons given above.

5. The join of two birationally equivalent varieties. Let (770, nu • ■ ■ , rj„)

and (770', 771, * * • , t)m ) be the general points, respectively, of V and of V,

where V and V are our two birationally equivalent varieties. Since the quo-

tients 17,'/'Jo are rational functions of the quotients Vi/vo, the V's are propor-

tional to forms of like degree in the 77's:

= c/>o(t7o, 771, • ■ • , 77»):<7>i(t7o, 771, • • • , 77,,): ■ ■ • :<f>m(r]0, 771, • • • , tj„).

Definition 7. The irreducible algebraic variety V* whose general point has

the (» + 1)(tw + 1) products rjubj as homogeneous coordinates is called the join of

Vand V.

We shall denote the products 77 ̂ by t?,,- and the quotients 774/770, v! /vo

and rja/rioo by     f/ and £,y, respectively. We have then:

(5) £h = U      hi = Vi.      fo< = Ml - Ii / * 0,

and from these relations it follows that V* is birationally equivalent to V

(and to V). Moreover, if we take as nonhomogeneous coordinates of the gen-

eral point of V* the quotients of the 7?t/s by a fixed t?,-,-, say by 7700, then the

ring of these coordinates is, by (5), the join of the two rings of nonhomogene-
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ous coordinates relative to V and V. In symbols: if

o = Kfo, 6,,   • • , {,],      o' = KU/       • • • ],
0* = K[£io, ^20? • ' ' 1 £nm],

then 0* = (0, o')-

Theorem 11. In the birational correspondence T* between V and V* there

corresponds to any irreducible subvariety W* of V* a unique subvariety W of V.

If a given W on V is not fundamental for T, then it is regular for T*. Similarly

for V and V*.

Proof. We may assume that W* is at finite distance with respect to the

nonhomogeneous coordinates hi- If v is any valuation of center W*, then

Rv=lQ(W*)Z)o*^>o, whence the center W of v on V is at finite distance with

respect to the nonhomogeneous coordinates Similarly for V, W and

the I/. But then, if p* is the prime o*-ideal of W*, the prime ideals p and p'

of IF and W, in the rings 0 and 0*, respectively, are necessarily the contracted

ideals of p*, that is, p=p*no, p'=p*no', and consequently W and W are

uniquely determined by W*. Notice that the quotient rings Q(W) and Q(W')

are subrings of Q(W*):

(6) Q{W) C Q(W*),      Q(W) C Q(W*j.

To prove the second part of the theorem, let T(W) = W and let us assume

that W and W are at finite distance with respect to the nonhomogeneous

coordinates £i and £/. Let v be any valuation of center Wand W on Fand V,

respectively. The center W* of v on V* will be at finite distance with respect

to the coordinates      since i?„Do, RvZ)o' and therefore RvZ)o*.

Let us first consider the case in which V is locally normal. Since W is

not fundamental for T, we have Q(W)^Q(W')Do'. Therefore Q(W)Do*,

that is, 0„Do*. Since p*P\u=p, it follows that op contains the ring o*«, that

is, Q(W)^Q(W*). Hence, by (6), Q(W) = Q(W*), whence IF is regular for T*.

To prove the theorem in the general case we first observe that if V and

V denote derived normal varieties of V and of V, respectively, then any

derived normal variety V* of the join of V and V is in regular birational

correspondence with any derived normal variety of the join of V and V. The

proof is straightforward and consists in the obvious remark that the integral

closure of the ring (0, 0') is the same as integral closure of the ring (01, 0i),

where 0i and 0i are the integral closures of 0 and of 0', respectively. Now

let W be any of the irreducible subvarieties of V which correspond to W. To

prove that W is regular for T* we have only to prove (Definition 6, II.3)

that W is regular for the birational correspondence between V and V*. Since

W, by hypothesis, is not fundamental for T, it follows (Definition 6) that W

is not fundamental for the birational correspondence between V and V. Since

V is locally normal, it follows by the case just considered that W is regular
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for the birational correspondence between V and the join of V and V. Since

a derived normal variety of this join is, by the remark made above, in regular

birational correspondence with V*, it follows that W is regular for the bira-

tional correspondence between V and F*, as was asserted.

Corollary. If P and P' are corresponding points of V and V, then there

is only a finite number of points P* on V* which correspond to both P and P'.

If V (or V) is locally normal, then the number of such points P* can be greater

than 1 only if P (or P') is a fundamental point of T (or of T"1).

For if we identify the varieties W, W and W* of the preceding proof

with the points P, P' and P*, respectively, we see that p* must be a zero-

dimensional prime divisor of the ideal o*- (p, p')- Since this ideal is pure zero-

dimensional, the number of possible ideals p* is finite. The second half of

the corollary follows directly from the second half of the preceding theorem.

If the ground field K is algebraically closed, the ideal o* (p, p') is itself

prime, whenever p and p' are both zero-dimensional. Hence if K is algebrai-

cally closed, then not only does every point P* of V* determine uniquely a

pair of corresponding points P, P' of V and V, respectively, but, conversely,

every such pair determines uniquely a point P* on V*. For this reason the join

V* is often referred to in the literature as the variety of pairs of corresponding

points of V and V.

If K is not algebraically closed then P* need not be uniquely determined

by P and P'. The following is an example(26). Let K be the field of real num-

bers and let S=K(x, y), where x and y are indeterminates. We take as V

and V two planes given—in nonhomogeneous coordinates—by the general

points (x, yi) and (xi, y), respectively, where yi = y(x2 + \) and Xi = x(y2 + 1).

Here we have: o = K[x, yi], o'=K[xi, y], o* = (o, o')=K[x, y]. Let

p = (x2-f-l, yi), p' = (xi, y2 + l). These ideals are prime and zero-dimensional

in their respective rings and they represent corresponding points of the two

planes V and V. However, the ideal o*- (p, p') is now the intersection of the

following prime ideals: p*= (x2 + l, y — x), p2* = (x2 + l, y-\-x).

The join V* of two locally normal varieties V and V need not be locally

normal. One may often find it convenient to pass from V* to a derived normal

variety V* of V*. We may call V* the normal join of Fand V,

(26) It should not be too difficult to find necessary and sufficient conditions in order that a

given pair of corresponding points P, P' determine uniquely a point P* of the join V*. The

following is a sufficient condition. // A = o/p and A' = o'/p' are the residue fields of the points P

and P' respectively, then a least field A*/K containing A/K and A'/K should exist such that its

relative degree over K is the product of the relative degrees of A and of A' over K. (It is not diffi-

cult to see that this product is the maximum value for the relative degree of A* over K, and if

that maximum is reached, then there exists, to within relative isomorphisms, only one least

field which contains A and A'.) However, the above condition is not sufficient. In fact, no con-

dition can be both necessary and sufficient which does not take into account the quotient rings

Q(P) and Q(P') themselves, besides the residue fields A and A'.
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The usefulness of the join V* is due to the possibility of deriving properties

of the birational correspondence between V and V by first passing from V

to V* and then from V* to V. In each of these two steps we are dealing with

a birational correspondence between two varieties which has no fundamental

elements on one of the varieties (on V*). Birational correspondences of this sort

are easier to handle, and they in fact play an important role in the general

theory and in applications.

6. Further properties of fundamental varieties.

Theorem 12. Given an irreducible subvariety IF of V there exists an algebraic

subvariety of V which we shall denote by T[W] and which has the following

properties:

A. Each irreducible component of T[W] corresponds to W.

B. Each irreducible subvariety W of V which corresponds to IF lies on

T[W].

The variety T[IF] shall be referred to in the sequel as the transform of IF.

Proof. Suppose that the theorem is true for V and the join V* of V

and V. Then we show that it is also true for V and V. For let T* de-

note, as before, the birational correspondence between V and F* and let

T*[W] = W1*+Wi*+ ■ ■ ■ +Wh*, where each W? is irreducible. To each W?

there corresponds on V sl unique irreducible variety Wj. Since, by hypothe-

sis, T*(W) = Wf, it follows that each of the varieties W{, W{, • • • , W{

corresponds to IF. On the other hand, let IF' be any irreducible subvariety

of V which corresponds to IF, and let IF* be an irreducible subvariety of F*

which corresponds to both IF and IF'. By hypothesis, W*QT*(W), say

W*C.Wf. Passing tö the corresponding subvarieties W and W{ of V,

we conclude that W'QW{, that is, W'CW{ + W1+ ■ ■ ■ +W£. Hence

rflF] = W{ + W{ + • • • + W{ , where, of course, some of the h varieties IF/

may be embedded, so that the number of irreducible components of TflF]

may actually be less than h.

We now prove the theorem for V and for the join V*. We use nonhomo-

geneous coordinates. As nonhomogeneous coordinates for F* we can use the

coordinates of the preceding section, since the (n-\-\)(m-\-\) systems of

coordinates fln/r/aß (a and ß are fixed for each system) cover the entire pro-

jective space in which F* is embedded. To prove the existence of the trans-

form T*{W], it will be sufficient therefore to exhibit that part L* of T*[W]

which is at finite distance with respect to the coordinates Let o, o' and 0*

have the same meaning as in the preceding section. If IF is not at finite

distance with respect to the coordinates then no IF* which corresponds

to IF on F* can be at finite distance with respect to the coordinates (since

oCo*). Hence in this case L* is empty. If IF is at finite distance, it is given

by a prime ideal ö in o. Let p*, p2*, • • ■ , pn* be those minimal prime ideals of

o* p which contract to p, and let Wf be the irreducible subvariety of F*
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which is defined by p,*. I assert that L*=W?+W2*+ ■ ■ ■ +Wk*. For in the

first place, each W? corresponds to W. In the second place, if W* = T*(W)

and if IF* is at finite distance with respect to the coordinates IF* is given

by a prime o*-ideal p*, such that \>*(~\o!=p. Since pep*, we have o*pCp*,

whence p* must divide some minimal ideal p'* of o*p. Since pCp'*CZp*,

it follows that pCp'*noCp, that is p'*no=p. Therefore p'* is one of the

ideals pi*, p2*, • • • , p/,*, and since p*2p'*, we conclude that TF*CTFi*-r-IF2*

+ • • • -\-Wh*. This completes the proof.

Corollary 1. // the birational correspondence between V and V has no

fundamental elements on V, then to a fundamental variety IF on V there corre-

sponds on V at least one variety of higher dimension than W; in other words,

T[W] is of higher dimension than W.

For if there are no fundamental elements on V and if W' = T(W) then

dimension IF'=g dimension IF (Theorem 8, (B) and (C), II.3). If every IF'

which corresponds to IF were of the same dimension as IF, then P[lF] would

be pure p-dimensional, where p=dimension IF. But then the irreducible com-

ponents of P[lF] would be the only subvarieties of V which correspond to IF,

and since the number of these components is finite, the corollary follows, by

Theorem 10, II.3.

As a consequence, we have the following characterization of fundamental

varieties:

Corollary 2. If Vand V are arbitrary birationally equivalent varieties and

if T and T* denote, respectively, the birational correspondence between V and V

and the birational correspondence between V and V*, then a given irreducible

subvariety IF of V is fundamental for T if and only if T*[W] is of higher di-
mension than W.

For IF is fundamental for T if and only if it is fundamental for T* (Theo-

rem 11, II.5) and since T* has no fundamental elements on V*.

In addition to the transform IT [IF] we shall also have occasion to con-

sider what we call the total transform of IF and that we shall denote by

T{ W}. By that we mean the locus of points of V which correspond to points

of IF. That T{ IF} is an algebraic variety is seen as follows. As in the case of

r[!F], so also here it is sufficient to show that T*{ W\ is algebraic, where

T* is, as usual, the birational correspondence between F and the join F* of

F and V. Now if we consider that part Lf of r*{lF} which is at finite

distance with respect to the nonhomogeneous coordinates we see immedi-

ately that L* is the algebraic subvariety of V* which is defined by the ideal o*• p.

For a point P* of F*, at finite distance with respect to the £</s, corresponds

to a point P on IF, if and only if the corresponding 0-dimensional prime

0*-ideal p* satisfies the relation: p*Oo2p, that is, if and only if p*2o*-p.

The irreducible components of T*{ IF}, at finite distance, correspond to
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the minimal prime ideals of o* p. We have seen that the irreducible compo-

nents of 7* [IF], at finite distance, correspond to those minimal prime ideals

of o*p which contract to p. Hence 7* [IF] lies on T*{W}, and from this

follows immediately that also T[W] lies on T{ W). This result can also be

deduced directly from property B, stated in II.1. In the same fashion one

sees immediately that T{ W] also has the following property: If WiQW, and

if W{ = T(Wi), then Wi cr{ W).
We point out explicitly that 7 [IF] may very well be a proper subvariety

of T{ W]. For instance, if 7 is a plane Cremona transformation and if IF is

a curve containing a fundamental point P, then T{ W] = T[W]+T', where

r" is the irregular ("fundamental" in the old terminology) curve which corre-

sponds to the point P. Here T[W] is either a curve (if IF is regular) or a

fundamental point (if IF is irregular) (26). Quite generally, we have the follow-

ing theorem:

Theorem 13. Any irreducible component of the total transform T{ W\ which

is not a component of the transform 7"[IF] must correspond to a proper sub-

variety Wi of W. Moreover, if V is locally normal, then W\ must be a funda-

mental variety.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 12 we have seen that if 7"*[IF]

= IFi*+ W2*+ ■ ■ • + IF/,* and if IF,' is the subvariety of V which corresponds

to Wf, then T[W] = W{+W{+ ■ ■ ■ + W£. In a similar fashion it is seen

immediately that if T*{ W) = W?+W}+ ■ • • + Wh*+ Wh*+1+ • • • , then

T{ W] = Wi + WS + • • ■ + W{ + W{+i+ ■ ■ ■ . Now let W( be an irreduci-

ble component of T{ W] which does not belong to 7[IF]. Then IF0' must

correspond to an irreducible component IFo* of 7* {IF} which does not belong

to 7* [IF]. Now by definition of 7* {IF}, each point of IF0* must correspond

to some point of IF. Since to a point of V* there corresponds a unique point

of F, it follows that the subvariety IFo of F which corresponds to IF0* must

lie on IF. It must be a proper subvariety of IF, since IF0*32 7* [IF]. Now

both IFo' and IF0 correspond to IF0*, whence they correspond to each other.

It remains to prove that IF0 is fundamental for 7. If IF0 were not funda-

(26) This example shows therefore that the ideal o*t> may very well possess minimal prime

ideals which contract in 0 (not to t> but) to proper divisors of p. In this connection we wish to cor-

rect a statement on p. 135 in Krull's Ergebnisse report Idealtheorie. The theorem stated on that

page consists of three parts, and in the first part it is asserted, among other things, that p =})■ 3-

This (and only this) assertion is incorrect. The rings 3 and 3 play there the role of our rings o

and o*. It is quite true that there is only one prime ideal p which lies over p (that is, such that

pf^S=p), and it is also true that p is a minimal prime of the ideal Q p. The equality 35=3p

shows clearly that the case under consideration corresponds to a regular W. Nevertheless, § -p

may have minimal prime ideals other than p, as was pointed out above. Already the quad-

ratic transformation x' = x, y' = y/x may serve very well as a source of simple counterexamples.

The formal source of that incorrect statement made in Krull's report is the erroneous assertion

made earlier on the same page (line 12) to the effect that if the rank equals m then Lf is a field.
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mental, then by a stronger reason W would not be fundamental, since

Q(W)DQ(W0) (see Theorem 8 (E)). But then we would have T[W0]CT[W],

a contradiction.

If V is not locally normal, one passes to the derived normal varieties of V

and of V* and the rest of the proof is straightforward.

Corollary. If no subvariety of Wis fundamental, and if Vis locally normal,

then the total transform of W coincides with the transform of W.

We make one more remark about the transforms !T[lF] and 2"{lF}. It

is clear that in no case can these varieties be empty. However, it may very

well happen that with respect to a given system of nonhomogeneous coordi-

nates either T'fH'] or even T{ W) is entirely at infinity. Referring to the

join V* and to the rings o and 0* considered above, we see that r*[l4y] is

at infinity if o* does not contain prime ideals which contract to p (in the termi-

nology of Krull: p is lost in o*, see [2, p. 134]). If also r*{lF} is entirely at

infinity, then the ideal o*p is the unit ideal.

7. The main theorem. If the birational correspondence between Fand V

has no fundamental elements on V, and if W is fundamental for T, then,

by Theorem 12, Corollary 1, the transform T[W] has at least one component

of higher dimension than W. In the general case, that is, when V is an arbi-

trary variety, that is the best result one may claim, since it is quite possible

for J'flF] to possess components which have the same dimension as W. How-

ever, in the case in which V is locally normal at W we have the following im-

portant theorem:

Main theorem. If W is an irreducible fundamental variety on V of a bi-

rational correspondence T between V and V and if T has no fundamental ele-

ments on V, then—under the assumption that V is locally normal at W—each

irreducible component of the transform T[W] is of higher dimension than W.

Corollary. In the more general case in which T has fundamental elements

on both V and V and under the assumption that W is fundamental for T and

that V is locally normal at W, the transform T*[W\ of W on the join V* of V

and V has the property that all its irreducible components are of higher dimen-

sion than W.

We shall first give the main theorem another formulation which is more

directly algebraic. Since V is locally normal at W, it is permissible to replace

V by a derived normal variety of V (Theorem 7, Corollary 2, II.2). Hence

we assume that V is a normal variety. Since there are no fundamental ele-

ments on V, the birational correspondence between V and V* is regular

(Theorem 11, II.5). Hence it is permissible to replace V by V*. When these

preparations are carried out then the main theorem expresses a feature of the

the relationship between the ideals in the two rings o and o* considered in

II.5, that is, we have to prove the following theorem:
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Theorem 14. Let o and o* be two finite integral domains with the same quo-

tient field 2, where we assume that the ring o is integrally closed and that it is a

subringif-"1) of o*. Let p be a prime ideal in o and let p* be a prime ideal o* which

lies over p, that is, such that p*C\o = p. If p and p* have the same dimension, then

(1) either the quotient rings Op and o*« coincide^*) (and in this case p* is

obviously the only prime o*-ideal which lies over p) or

(2) p* is not minimal with respect to the property of lying over p, that is,

there exists in o* another prime ideal which also lies over p and which is a proper

multiple of p*.

The proof of this theorem is rather long and will be developed in this and

in the following section. That part of the proof which is contained in this sec-

tion consists of three steps: (a) a reduction to a simpler special case; (b) a

reference to the theorem of Krull which we have already mentioned(26);

(c) a lemma.

(a) Let o'* be the integral closure of o* in 2. It is well known that over

every prime ideal p* in o* there lies at least one prime ideal p'* in o'*, and

that the number of such ideals p'* is finite. Moreover p* and p'* have the

same dimension and it is clear that if p*P>o = p, then Op£o*«Cnp*. From this

it follows that if our theorem is true for the pair of rings o and o'*, then it is

also true for o and o*. Hence we may assume that o* is integrally closed.

Since 0 and 0* are finite integral domains, o* is a finite ring extension of 0.

We prefer to think of 0* as a ring obtained from o by a. finite number of simple

ring extensions, each ring extension being followed up by the operation of integral

closure. Let therefore:

01 = o[«i], Oi = integral closure of Oi;

02 = Oi [anj, 02' = integral closure of 02;

Om = Om_i[am], o'm = 0* = integral closure of om.

Let us assume that our theorem is true when m = l. Then we show, by induc-

tion with respect to m, that the theorem is true for any value of m. Let

p*nom'_i= pm-i. Since pm'_ir>\o = p, we have: dimension p*2:dimension

pm'-i S dimension p. If p and p* have the same dimension, then it follows

that also pm'_i has the same dimension as p. Now let us also assume that no

proper prime multiple of p* lies over p. Then no proper prime multiple of p*

can lie over pm'_i, and therefore, by the case m = \, we have that o*« coincides

with the quotient ring of pm'_i in om'_i. Consequently, there is a (1, 1) corre-

spondence between the prime multiples of p* in 0* and the prime multiples

(27) It will be seen from the proof that these assumptions can be weakened as follows:

0 has a finite degree of transcendency over the ground field and is a finite discrete principal order

(see Krull [2, p. 104]); 0* is a finite ring extension of 0.

(28) This case arises when W is not fundamental, therefore regular.
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of pm'_i in om'-i. (See 1.2.) Therefore it is equally true that no prime multiple

of pm'_i lies over p. By our induction, we conclude that also o„ coincides with

the quotient ring of pm'_i in om'_i. Hence o„ = o*, as was asserted.

We therefore have only to prove our theorem in the following special case:

o* is the integral closure of a ring o', where o' is a simple ring extension of o:

o' = o[a].

(b) In this special case we shall make use of a theorem stated in Krull

[2, p. 135], to which we have already referred in the preceding section (26).

We write the principal fractional ideal o-a as a quotient of two integral ideals:

0 a = j/n, where j and n are symbolic power products of minimal prime

ideals in o, without common factors. Krull distinguishes three cases:

(1) n = 0(p), a^O(p); (2) n^0(p); (3) n = 0(p), i = 0(p).
In the first case the element l/a is a non-unit in o„ and from this it follows

immediately that p is lost in o', that is, no prime ideal in o' contracts to p.

But then p is also lost in o*, since 0* is the integral closure of o', and in this

case there is nothing to prove.

In the second case a is contained in the quotient ring o,,, whence o*Co„,

since o„ is integrally closed. From this we conclude that the two rings o,,,

o*« coincide^9). This is the alternative (1) of the theorem.

The really significant case is the third one. In this case Krull's result is to

the effect that o' • p is a prime ideal p', that p' lies over p and that the dimension

of p' is one greater than the dimension of p. We shall make use of this result.

(c) In addition to the above result which concerns the relationship be-

tween the ideal theory in o and in o', we shall have to make use, in a very

essential fashion, of the following property of the conductor £ of o' with re-

spect to o*:

Lemma 6. Each prime o*-ideal p* of the conductor S has the property that

it contracts in o to a prime ideal of lower dimension.

Proof. The lemma implies in particular that £ has no zero-dimensional

prime ideals. Let us assume that this particular consequence of the lemma has

been established and let us show that then the lemma follows by the usual

device of ground field extension.

Let p* be a prime o*-ideal and let p*P\o = p. We assume that p and p*

have the same dimension, say dimension 5. It shall now be shown that p* can-

not be a prime ideal of S.

We select in o a set of s elements ft, ft, • • • , ft which are algebraically

independent modulo p. We adjoin these elements to the ground field K getting

a new ground field Ki = K (ft, ft, • • • , ft) and also the new rings: Oi = Ki-o,

01 =Ki-o', o*=Ki-o*. We point out that 0i* is a quotient ring of o*, namely

o* = Os*, where S is the set of all polynomials in ft, ft, • • • , ft, with coeffi-

(S8) The proof is exactly the same as the proof which in II.2 led us to the conclusion that

the quotient ring of m* in the ring 3* coincides with 3,'.
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cients in K. Similarly we have: 0i = 0s. We therefore can apply the properties

of the correspondence between the ideals in a given ring R and a quotient

ring Rs, as described in 1.1. We find then that pi = 0i-p and pi* = 0i*-p* are

prime ideals and Si = KiS is the conductor of Oi' with respect to Oi*. We have

Oi =0i[a] and it is clear that o* is the integral closure of Oi. Since pi* is zero-

dimensional over the ground field Ki, it follows, by our assumption, that

Si: pi* = Si. On the other hand we have Si: p* = Ki- (S:p*). Hence the two

ideals S and S:p* have the same extended ideal in Oi*. It follows (see II. 1(3))

that these two ideals can only differ by primary components whose associate

prime ideals contain polynomials in ft, ft, • ■ • , ft. Since the fts are algebrai-

cally independent modulo p*, we conclude that p* is not among the prime

ideals of S, as was asserted.

The proof of the lemma is thus reduced to the matter of proving that the

conductor S does not possess zero-dimensional prime ideals.

Let p* be a zero-dimensional prime ideal in o*. We have to prove that

S:p* = S. Let f* be an arbitrary element of S:p*. We denote by f(x) the

irreducible polynomial in K[x] such that /(a)=0(p*). We have then:

f*/(a) = 0(S), whence f*/(a) 'ij*Go', for any element n* in o*. Hence we may

write

(7) rV-/(«) = G(«) = «o«' + wia"-1 +•••+«„ Ui 6 0.

We divide through G(x) by f(x):

G(*) = A{x)f{x) + R(x),

where all polynomials are in o[x] and where R(x) is of degree at most m — 1,

if m is the degree of/(x). We now rewrite (7) as follows (notice that/(a) ^0,

since a is not in o and since o is integrally closed):

R(a)
(8) TV = A(a) +

/(«)

Let ii be an arbitrary valuation of 2 whose valuation ring Rv contains o.

If fl(a)^0, then o[a]6i?„ and also o*QRv. Hence, by (8), we have

R(a)/f(a)E.Rv If v(a)<0, then v(R(a)) >v(f(a)), since R is of less degree

than/and since v(f(a))=mv(a) (the leading coefficient of/(a) is an element

of K). Hence also in this case R(a)/f(a) is contained in Rv. Since this holds

true for any valuation v such that oCRv and since o is integrally closed, we

conclude that R(a)/f(a) Go. Hence, by (8), f*T)*£o',/or any element v* in o*.

Consequently f*£S. Since f* was an arbitrary element of S:p*, it follows

that S:p* = S. This completes the proof of the lemma.

8. Continuation of the proof of the main theorem. To prove the main

theorem, or better, the equivalent Theorem 14, we shall proceed as follows.

We assume that we have the special case described in the preceding section

under (a). Let p* be a prime ideal in o* and let p*f^o = p. We shall also assume
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that we are dealing with the significant case n = 0(p), j = 0(p), in which case

we have the result of Krull as stated in the preceding section under (b). We

shall prove that if p and p* have the same dimension, then p* contains prop-

erly another prime ideal p* with the property: p*i^o = p. This is the second

alternative of Theorem 14.

We divide the proof into two parts, according as £^0(p*) or S = 0(p*).

First case: S^0(p*). Let p*Ho' = p{. Since @^0(pi'), it follows in an ele-

mentary fashion from the very definition of the conductor, that p* is the

only prime ideal in o* which contracts to pi and that the quotient rings

o*., Op'j coincide. We have p{ C\o = p, whence pi must be a divisor of the prime

ideal p' = o' • p. It must be a proper divisor of p\ since pi is of the same dimen-

sion as p, while by Krull's result p' is of dimension one greater than p. Now

since S^0(pi ), we have a fortiori S^O(p'). Hence there is a unique prime

ideal p'* in o* which contracts to p' and we have o*» = Op'. Since we have also

0*« = 0p', and since pi is a proper divisor of p', it follows that also p* is a

proper divisor of p'*. Since p'*Ao = p'f>io = p, our proof is complete.

Second case: S = 0(p*). In this case p* is either a prime ideal of the con-

ductor (5 or properly contains a prime ideal of S. Since, by hypothesis, p* con-

tracts in o to an ideal p of the same dimension as p*, the first possibility is

excluded by our lemma. Hence p* properly contains a prime ideal pi* of S.

Let pi*no = pi and let

dimension p = s,      dimension pi = Si.

Since p*Dpi*, we have p2pi- If pi = P then the theorem is proved, since we

have now a proper multiple p* of p* which also contracts to p. We assume

therefore that pDpi, whence Si>s. By our lemma, pi* is of greater dimension

than pi; by Krull's theorem, the dimension of pi* is at most one greater than

the dimension of pi. Hence the dimension of pi* is Si+1. Our proof would be

complete if we could show that there exists a prime ideal in o*, between p*

and pi* (and different from p*) which contracts to p. This we proceed to show.

We pass to the residue class rings O = o/pi, £)* = o*/pi*. Both rings are

finite integral domains and O is a subring of £)*. The first ring is of degree

of transcendency Si, while £)* is of degree of transcendency Si+L In the

homomorphisms o~£), o*~£>*, the prime ideals p and p* are mapped, re-

spectively, onto prime ideals 13 and 13*, of the same dimension s, s<Si, and

we have: 13*P\D=15. What we have to prove is the existence in £)* of a

prime ideal which is a proper multiple of 13* and which contracts in £) to

the ideal 1$. The assertion that such an ideal exists is equivalent to the asser-

tion that 15* is not a minimal prime of the extended ideal £)*■ 13. To prove this

we pass to the quotient rings 3 = 3* = ©*•*• If m and m* denote the ideals

of non-units in these two rings, then our problem is to prove that m* is not a

minimal prime ideal of the extended ideal 3* • m. The proof of this will com-

plete the proof of the main theorem.
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Since 3 is of degree of transcendency su we can find Si— s elements

Ji, 12, • • • , ftx-« in 3 such that the ideal 21 = 3 • (ft, ft, • • • , ft,-.) be exactly
5-dimensional. Since the ideal of non-units m in 3 is also 5-dimensional, it

follows that 21 will then be necessarily a primary ideal, with m as associated

prime. Now consider the ideal 21* = 3*- (ft, ft, • • • , ft^s). Since 3* is of de-

gree of transcendency Si + 1 and since 21* is not the unit ideal (since

ft€E2I = 0(m), whence 2l* = 0(tn*)), every minimal prime of 21* is of dimension

at least 5 + 1. Let 13* be a minimal prime of 21*. Since 21* = 0(13*), we have

13*^3221, whence 13*^3 = m, for 21 is primary and its associated prime is

the ideal m of non-units. Hence 13*23*tti> and this shows that rrt* is not a

minimal prime of 3*-nt, since 13* is a proper multiple of rrt* (dimension

m*=s, dimension 13*^s+l), q.e.d.

In the main theorem we have assumed that the birational correspondence

has no fundamental elements on V. In the general case of an arbitrary pair

of birationally equivalent varieties V and V we may apply the main theorem

to Fand to the join V* of Fand V. If we then take into account Theorem 11

of II.5 we deduce the following corollary which expresses the local character

of the main theorem:

Corollary. If IF is an irreducible subvariety of V at which V is locally

normal and if TF is fundamental for the birational correspondence T between V

and some other variety V, then each irreducible component of 7"[1F] which is not

fundamental for      is of higher dimension than W.

9. The fundamental locus of a birational correspondence. The forms

<Po(v), 0i('7)> • • • i <Pm{rf) which are proportional to the coordinates 770', 771',

• • • , Vm 01 the general point of V (see equations (4), II.5) define a linear

system of forms:

<f>\ = Xo0o + Xic/n + • • • + Km(j)m.

We shall allow the parameters Xi to take arbitrary values (not all zero) in

the relative algebraic closure K' of K in 2, that is, the X's shall be elements

of 2 which are either in K or algebraic over K. We shall also assume that V

and F' are locally normal varieties. Under this assumption it is permissible

to identify K with K', since any ring of nonhomogeneous coordinates of the

general point of a locally normal variety is integrally closed and consequently

contains K'. We therefore assume that K itself is algebraically closed in 2.

The principal ideal (c/>\) in the ring K [770, 771, • • • , nm] is (r — ̂ -dimen-

sional. Since V is locally normal, the conductor of this ring with respect to

its integral closure is a primary irrelevant ideal (or the unit ideal). Hence,

to within an irrelevant component which we shall disregard, the ideal (c6\)

is quasi-gleich to a product of symbolic powers of minimal prime (homogene-

ous) ideals. In particular, let
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(9) (4t) = 2M„ i = 0, 1, • • • , m,

where 2Io, 2Ii, • • • , 2lm have no common factor. Then W will be the h.c.d. of

all principal ideals (<p\), that is, we will have: (c&\) = SQJ■ 2I(x). The ideal 2l(xj de-

fines a pure (f— l)-dimensional subvariety £<x) of F, which may be reducible

and in which each irreducible component is counted to a definite multiplicity

(equal to the exponent of the corresponding prime factor of 2l(x>). As the X's

vary in K, the variety C(x> varies and describes a linear system \ C\ of (r — 1)-

dimensional varieties on V, free from fixed components since 2Io, 2li, • • • , Sim

have no common factor. We have in particular the members C0, G, • • • , Cm

of I C\ which correspond to the ideals 2lo, 2li, ■ • • , 2b».

Let F be the algebraic subvariety of V defined by the ideal

J3 = (2Io, 2Ii, ■ • • , 2Im), or rather, by the radical of this ideal. The variety

F is of dimension at most r — 2 and is common to Co, Cm. We

show that F is the base manifold of the linear system \ C\, that is, that F lies

on each C(x>. (This is not obvious, because of the presence of the factor W.)

Let p be a minimal ideal of g and let us show that the assumption

21{x)^0(p) leads to a contradiction. Let ß be an element of 2I(xj not in p.

Since 0,- = O(2Jc), it follows(30), by (9), that ß<pi = 0(cpM), i = 0, 1, • • • , m. Let

ß(pi=ßi<p(\), jßiGKfr;]. This relation can be written as follows: /32l,=/3,-2I(x).

By hypothesis 2Ii = 0(p), but 2l(x>^0(p). Hence ßi = 0(p), and therefore the

relations ßcpi = ßi<p^ yield relations of the form

ß<pi = ßio<l>o + ßa<t>i + ■ ■ ■ + ßim<i>m,     i = 0, 1, ■ ■ • , m,

where ßn = 0(p). From this we conclude that the determinant A= | ßa — haß\

vanishes (5,, = 0 if iptj, 5« = 1), and this is impossible since A=±/3m(p),

whence A f^0(p).

Theorem 15. The base manifold F of the linear system \ C\ is also the funda-

mental locus of the birational transformation T, that is, F has the property that

any irreducible subvariety W of V which is fundamental for T lies on F, and

conversely.

Proof. Let p be the homogeneous prime ideal in the ring K[r?] which corre-

sponds to W.

Assume WQF. Then at least one of the m + 1 varieties d does not con-

tain F. Let, say, FQCo, whence 2l0f^0(p). We introduce the nonhomogeneous

coordinates £/ =r>/ /r/0' of the general point of V and we denote, as usual,

(30) Strictly speaking, the congruences ßs0(2l<x)), (t>i = 0(W) do not necessarily imply that

ß$i is a multiple of </>(x>, since the equation (9) is only true to within an irrelevant component.

However, in view of the regularity and the (1, 1) character of the birational correspondence

between a locally normal variety and its derived normal variety, it is permissible to give the

proof under the assumption that Fand V are not only locally normal but normal. If T/is nor-

mal, then the equation (9) is exact. The same remark applies to the other theorems proved in

this section.
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the ringKfo',■ ■ ■ , U ] by o'. We have (£/) = whence £/
Thus the entire ring o' is contained in the quotient ring Q(W), and this im-

plies that W is not fundamental.

Conversely, assume that W is not fundamental. There corresponds then to

W a unique variety W on V and we have Q(W)C.Q(W). We may assume

that r/o' 7*0 on W, and then we will have o'C.Q(W), whence a fortiori

o'QQ(W). The fact that the quotients all belong to Q(W) leads immedi-

ately to the conclusion that Sl0^0(ö). Hence W does not lie on F, q.e.d.

While Theorem 15 gives full information about the location of the funda-

mental elements of a birational correspondence, the following theorem tells

us where the irregular varieties are located:

Theorem 16. If an irreducible subvariety W of V is irregular for T~l then

W lies on the total transform T{ F) of the fundamental locus F of T. Conversely,

if W lies on T{f\, then it is either irregular or fundamental for T~l.

The proof is immediate. For if W is irregular, and if W=T~1(W),

then IF is fundamental (Theorem 8 (C), 11.3), whence WQF. Consequently,

W' = T(W)CZT{F}. Conversely, if W'QT{ F}, then IF' must correspond to

some irreducible subvariety IF of F. Since IF is fundamental, IF' cannot be

regular, q.e.d.

The linear system | C\ which is defined by the linear family of forms c/>(x)

has always played an important part in the study of the birational corre-

spondence T with which this system is associated. Theorem 15 is one illustra-

tion of the geometric connection between | C\ and T. Another property of

the linear system | C\ which follows in a straightforward fashion from the

definition is the following: the birational correspondence T transforms the linear

system \ C\ into the system of hyperplane sections of V. This statement should

be intended in the following sense: a general member G» of | C\ is regular and

r(C(x)) is the section T'x) of V with the hyperplane Xoyd +Xiyi + • • • -r-Xmym'

= 0. However, for special values of the X's, it may very well happen that C(x>,

or r'x), or both, contain irreducible components which are irregular and which

therefore correspond to fundamental varieties.

10. Isolated fundamental varieties. We assume as before that V is locally

normal and we keep the notation F* for the join of F and F', and T* for the

birational correspondence between V and F*.

Definition 8. Let Wf, TF2*, • • • , Wh* be the irreducible components of the

total transform T* {F}, where F is the fundamental locus of T* (and hence also

of T) on V. The irreducible subvarieties Fi=T*~1(W?) of V are called the iso-

lated fundamental varieties of T (and also of T*).

It is clear that the isolated fundamental varieties Ft lie on the fundamen-

tal locus F. It is also not difficult to see that the irreducible components of F are

among the isolated fundamental varieties. For let IF be an irreducible compo-
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nent of Fand let W* be an irreducible component of the transform J'*[l/F].

We have W*QT*{ F}, since T*~\W*) = WCF. Consequently W* lies on one

of the varieties Wf, say IF*C H/i*. We have then T*-\W*)QT*~\W?) = Fu

that is, WC.Fi. Since IF is a component of F, we conclude that Fi = W.

It is important to point out that in addition to the irreducible compo-

nents of the fundamental locus F there may exist other "embedded" isolated

fundamental varieties, which are proper subvarieties of the irreducible com-

ponents of F. Thus in the three-dimensional case we may have a fundamental

curve r on F to which there corresponds a surface on F*, and on that funda-

mental curve r there may exist some special point P to which there also

corresponds a surface on F*. This point P must be regarded as an isolated

fundamental point, although it is embedded in the fundamental curve V. The

term "isolated" refers not to the position of the point P with respect to the

fundamental locus F but to its role in the birational correspondence T.

By the main theorem each irreducible component Wt of T*{f) is of

higher dimension than the corresponding isolated fundamental variety Fi.

Under certain conditions it is possible to assert that each Wt is of dimension

r—%4 We proceed to find such conditions.

Let rjij denote as usual the homogeneous coordinates of the general point

of the join V*, where r/t)-= r?ic6,- (see II.5 and II.9). Let us consider quite

generally an arbitrary homogeneous ideal (go, gi, • • • , gh) in the ring

K[r/o,     * * * i nn], where each gi is a form, say of degree Vi. We put

(10) ga = gi(rjoj, vi}, • • • , tin,), i = 0, 1, • • • , Hi j = 0, 1, • • • , m.

The (w + l)(A + l) forms ga in the r/,/s generate a homogeneous ideal in the

ring K [l7o0, 7?10, •  ■ - > Vnm]-

Lemma 7. If N is the subvariety of V defined by the ideal (go, gi, ■ ■ • , gk)

and if N* is the subvariety of V* defined by the ideal (goo, • • • , ghm), then N*

is the total transform of N, that is, N* = T* {N}.

Proof. Let IF and IF* be two corresponding irreducible subvarieties of V

and F*, respectively. We have to show that IF*CiV*, if and only if WCN.

Assume that IF^iV". Without loss of generality we may assume that rjo^O

on IF. Then if v denotes a valuation of centers IF and IF*, we will have:

(11) v(Vi/Vo) ̂  0,      v(gi/vo) > 0.

Also without loss of generality we may assume that v(<pi/<po) 2:0, for

1 = 1,2, • ■ • , m. We will have then t>(r;,,/r/oo) = v(rn/n0)+v(<pj/<p0) ^0. By (10),

we can write:

(12) in = g&'i,

and hence gn/voa = gi/Vo ■ (0j/0o)". Consequently p(g<;/t}^)>©> by (11), and

this shows that W*CN*.
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Conversely, assume that W*CN*. Then if tjoof^O on IF*, we find that

170^0 on W (since »j</t;o = '7.o/'7oo). On the other hand we have: gio/voo=ii/rlo,

whence v(gi/v"o)>0, that is, WQN, q.e.d.
We now apply the lemma to the case in which N is given by the ideal

(0o, 0i, • • • , 4>m). Then N* is given by the ideal (0Oo, 0io, • • • , 0mm), where

<f>ij = <t>i(V0i, Vlj, " " '  > Vnj)-

The relations (12) now yield: 0,,=0i0y, where v is the common degree of the

form 0;. From these relations we deduce the following: 0y+I = 0«0#, and conse-

quently the two ideals (0Oo, 0io, • ■ • , 0mm) and (0Oo, 0n, - • • f 0mm) have the

same radical. Therefore N* is also defined by the ideal (0oo, 0n, ■ ■• • , 0mm).

Now we have <pii/<Pii=(<pi/(pi)''+1 = VttW'>ltt\ f°r any i, 7 = 0, 1, • • • , m;

k=0, 1, • • • , n. Therefore each irreducible component of N* at which

?7i,-5^0, for some k and j, is also a component of the principal ideal (0,-,) and

is therefore (r — l)-dimensional. Consequently N* is pure (r —1)-dimensional.

In view of the formulas (9) of II.9, the variety of the ideal (0o, 0i, • • •, <pm)

consists of the (r — l)-dimensional variety of the ideal 99? and of the funda-

mental locus F. We therefore can assert that T*{f} is pure (r — ̂ -dimen-

sional if 99? is the unit ideal. The hypothesis 99? = (1) implies that each member

C(K) of the linear system | C\ associated with the birational correspondence is

complete intersection of V with a hypersurface of the ambient protective space,

namely with the hypersurface Ao0o(yo, Vu ' ' ' , y»)+Xi0i(yo, yi, • • • , yn)

+ • • • +Xm0m(yo,yi, ■ • ■ ,yn)=0.

Conversely, let us assume that each C(x) is complete intersection. Then in

particular Co is complete intersection, whence the ideal 2Io is a principal ideal,

say 8lo=(*o). We have: 0^o/0o = 9K2I<-3Io/99c2lo = 2I<, that is, 0ifo/0o is an
integral ideal. Consequently the quotients 0,i/'o/0o are forms in the 77's, say

0i^o/0o = </'<■ The forms \po, fa, • • • , \pm are proportional to the forms

0o, 0i, ■ • • , 0m, and the linear system | C\ is also defined by the linear family

of forms Xo^o+Xi0i+ • • • 4-Xm^m. If we use the ^'s instead of the 0's, we

will have 99? = (1), and we reach again the conclusion that F*{F} is pure

(r — 1 )-dimensional.

We can go a step further. Let us point out that if we define a projective

model Vp by the condition that the homogeneous coordinates of its general

point be given by a linear base of the forms of degree p in 170', Vi . ' " " > Vm

then F' and F/ are in regular birational correspondence (Lemma 5, II.2).

The transition from V to Fp' is equivalent to passing from the linear system

I C| to the least linear system which contains as members all sets of p C's.

Hence, by the preceding result, we conclude that if a sufficiently high multiple

of a C is complete intersection, then T*{F] is pure (r-l)-dimensional.

In order to conclude with a similar result of a local character, let Fi be

any isolated fundamental variety of T, and let us assume that C is locally,

at Fi, complete intersection. By that we mean that some hypersurface cuts V
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along c and along a residual variety which does not contain Fi. If we replace

the </>'s by a suitable set of proportional forms, we may arrange matters so

that the variety of the ideal Wl does not contain F\. Since N = M-\-F, it is

clear that T*{n} = T*[M]+T*{f} , where we write T*[M] instead of

T*\m}, since T*{m}-T*[M] lies on T*{F) (Theorem 13, II.6). Since
FiQM, no component of T^jFi] can lie on 2H*[ilf]. It follows that the irre"

ducible components of T*{f] which correspond to the isolated fundamental

variety Fi are also components of T*{ A7}, and hence are (r — l)-dimensional.

The same conclusion is reached if we assume that some sufficiently high multi-

ple of C is complete intersection locally at Fi.

The above results refer to V and to the join of V and V. In particular,

if the birational correspondence T has no fundamental elements on V then

V may play the role of V*, since V and V* are then in regular birational

correspondence. We reassume our results in the following theorem:

Theorem 17. If a birational correspondence T between two locally normal

r-dimensional varieties V and V has no fundamental elements on V and if F

denotes the fundamental locus of T on V, then an irreducible component of TIF}

is of dimension r — 1, provided the corresponding isolated fundamental variety Fi

has the property that the members of the linear system \ C\ associated with T,

or their sufficiently high multiples, are complete intersections locally, at Fi.

Corollary. To an isolated simple fundamental variety there always corre-

sponds an (r — 1)-dimensional variety on V (see van der Waerden [6, p. 154]).

For locally, at a simple subvariety of v, every (r—l)-dimensional sub-

variety of F is complete intersection (31).

11. Monoidal transformations. Given a homogeneous ideal §1 in the ring

K[t7o, Vi, • ' • , Vn] of homogeneous coordinates of the general point of V,

it is possible to associate with 21 an infinite set 5 of birational transforms of V

such that: (1) the birational correspondence between V and any variety V

of the set has no fundamental elements on F' and such that (2) any two

varieties of the set are in regular birational correspondence. The varieties F'

of the set 5 shall be defined as follows. Let us take a base of 21 consisting of

forms of least possible degrees, and let a be the highest degree of the forms

in that base. We define V by its general point (c/>0, <t>u • • • , <t>m), where the

c6's form a linear base for the forms of a given degree v in 21 and where we

impose on v the condition: p^a + l. For v=a-\-\, a+2, • • • , we get an

infinite set of models V, and this is our set S. We shall denote these models

by F;+x, Va'+2, • • • .

(31) For the case of algebraically closed ground fields of characteristic zero see our paper

[8, p. 664]. There the proof is given explicitly for surfaces only, but actually exactly the same

proof applies to higher varieties. For ground fields which are not algebraically closed or which

are of characteristic p, the statement can be derived from the following result obtained by Irvin

Cohen in his dissertation: if the characteristic of a complete ^-series ring coincides with the

characteristic of its residue field, the ring is a power series ring over a field.
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First of all it is clear that each VI is birationally equivalent to V. For 31 con-

tains at least one form \p of degree v — 1 so that the products r/o^, yap, ■ • • , r)n\p

can be identified with w + 1 of the <p's. This shows that the quotients <pi/<j>o

generate the field 2.

Since 31 has a basis consisting of forms of degree at most a, it follows that

if (c60, (pi, • ■ ■ , <pm) is a basis for the forms in 31 of degree v, then the products

Tliipi constitute a basis for the forms in 31 which are of degree v + This holds

true also for v=a. From this it follows that V,+i is the join of V and V„

provided v^a + l. Therefore the birational correspondence between Fand V,

has no fundamental points on F„, provided v^a + 2. But then Vv+i, the join

of V and Vt, is a regular birational transform of V„ always provided that

v^a + 2. As for the case v=a + l, we can still regard F„+i as the join of V

and Va, although in this case Va need not be birationally equivalent to V.

At any rate, the proof that the birational correspondence between V and

Fo+i has no fundamental elements on Va+i is exactly the same as that given

for the join in II.5.

Thus we may say that a given homogeneous ideal 21 in the ring

K[t7o, tfc, • • • » 7»] determines, to within a regular birational transformation,

a birational transform V of V such that the birational correspondence be-

tween V and V has no fundamental elements on V.

Let N be the subvariety of F defined by the ideal 31. It is quite clear that

if v^a, then the ideal generated by our base (c&0, <pi, • • • , c6m) differs from 31

only by an irrelevant component. Hence, by Theorem 15 of II.9, we con-

clude that if N is of the dimension at most r — 2, then N is the fundamental

locus F of the birational correspondence between V and V. In particular,

if N is empty, that is, if 31 is an irrelevant ideal, then V is a regular transform

of V.
If, however, N is of dimension f — 1; then the fundamental locus F will

consist of the irreducible components of N which are of dimension less than

t—1 and possibly of some proper subvarieties of the (r— l)-dimensional com-

ponents of N. Thus, even in the case in which N is pure (r — l)-dimensional,

it may very well happen that F is not empty. According to Theorem 15,

this will happen if the residual intersections of the hypersurfaces c6,=0

(« = 0,1, • • • , m) with F, outside N, have a base manifold on N.

Let now Sli be another homogeneous ideal in the ring K[r?o, tji, • • • , nn].

If IF is an irreducible subvariety of F given by a prime ideal ö, we shall say

that 31 and 3Ii coincide locally at IF, if the two ideals differ only by primary

components whose associated prime ideals are not multiples of p. In other

words, 31 and 3Ii coincide locally at IF if they give rise to one and the same

ideal in the quotient ring of IF (see 1.1).

Lemma 8. // 31 and 2li coincide locally at an irreducible subvariety W of V

and if V and V{ are the birational transforms of V which are determined (to

within a regular birational transformation), respectively, by 21 and by 2li, then
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any irreducible subvariety of V which corresponds to W is regular for the bira-

tional correspondence between V and V{.

Proof. Let 21* be the ideal which is obtained from either 21 or 2Ii by the

omission of all primary components whose associated prime ideals are not

multiples of p. Let V* be the birational transform of V determined by the

ideal 21*. It is sufficient to prove the lemma for 21 and 21*, and for 2li and 21*.

We shall prove it, for instance, for 21 and 21*.

Let W be an irreducible subvariety of V which corresponds to W. We

have to prove that W is regular for the birational correspondence between

V and V*. Let 0O, 0i, • • • , <pm be a linear base of the forms of degree v which

belong to 21. Since 21CZ21*, we may complete this base to a linear base

c/»o, <£*»'•••» <pm, <j>m+i, • • • , <i>m+». for the forms of degree v which belong to

the ideal 21*. We take v sufficiently high, so that (0O, 0i, • ■ • , c6m) and

(0o, 0i, • • • , 4>m, <t>m+i, • • ■ , <pm+v) are the general points, respectively, of V

and V*.
Let v be any valuation whose center on V is W and whose center on V

is W. We may assume that i>(0t'/0o) =^0, i = l, 2, • • • , m whence W is at

finite distance with respect to the nonhomogeneous coordinates £/ = 0;/0o,

i = l, 2, • • ■ , m, of the general point of V. Let W* be the center of v on V*.

By our definition of the ideal 21*, there exists a form g(n0, tji, • • ■ , t]„)

such that g-2l* = 0(21) and such that g^O on W. We have then, in particular:

g4>m+j = Ao4>o+A1<pi+ ■ ■ ■ +Am(pm, j=l, 2, • • • , p, where A0, Au ■ • ■ , Am

are forms in rj0,      * • » , r\n, of the same degree as g. We write:

,   .                         ,       -40    A\ 0i               Am <j>m
(13) 0m+y/0o = — +-H-1-

g g    00 g 00

Since g^O on W we have v(Af/g) ^0, i = 0, 1, • • •, m. Since also »(0,-/0o) ^0,

it follows from the above relation (13) that r(0m+,/0o) ä0. Hence IF*

is at finite distance with respect to the nonhomogeneous coordinates

£i» f*'» ' • ', fm'+M of the general point of V*, where =0,/0o. Since the

ring K[£i , £»',.*• v, £»']» a subring of the ring K[£i, £2', • • • , £>»+,<], it

follows that 0(Jr')C(?(PF*).
On the other hand, since j^O on W, the quotients v4</g belong to the

quotient ring Q{W). Since Q(W)QQ(W) and since also the quotients 0,/0o,

2, • • • , m, are in Q(W'), we conclude, by (13), that the entire ring

K[£i , £2', • • • , £m'+^] is contained in »3(11"). From this it follows immediately

that Q(W*)QQ(W), whence Q(W*) = Q(W), q.e.d.

Corollary. If 21 awe? 2Ii c?i/7er only by an irrelevant primary component,

then V and V{ are in regular birational correspondence.

From the above general consideration we pass to the special case which

interests us, namely to the case in which the given homogeneous ideal 21 is a
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prime ideal p, of dimension s, 0^s^r — 2. Let W be the irreducible sub-

variety of V defined by p. The birational transformation T determined by

the ideal p (that is, by a linear base of forms of sufficiently high degree in p)

is called a monoidal transformation of center W. In the special case when IF is a

point P the transformation is called quadratic (of -center P). The birational

transform V of V, under a monoidal transformation of given center, is de-

termined to within a regular birational correspondence. The center IF of a

monoidal transformation is the fundamental locus of the transformation.

Moreover, from Theorem 17, 11.10, it follows that in the present case T{W}

is pure (r — l)-dimensional. However, it should be pointed out that F{lF}

may very well be reducible and—this is significant—some components of

T{ W] may correspond to proper subvarieties of W. In other words, the center

W of a monoidal transformation is not necessarily the only isolated fundamental

variety of the transformation^1). We shall see presently that this complication

arises only if W carries some singular points of V or if W itself has singulari-

ties.

Of special importance in applications are monoidal transformations with

simple center, that is, with center at a simple subvariety IF of V. The special

case of a quadratic transformation with simple center has been considered

in our paper [ll]. The results established there carry over to monoidal trans-

formations with simple center, in view of the following considerations. Let

the ground field K be extended by the adjunction of s elements of Q(W) which

are algebraically independent on W. With respect to this new ground field Ki,

the variety W becomes a (simple) point and the monoidal transformation T

becomes a quadratic transformation. Therefore certain properties of the mon-

oidal transformation T, over K, can be deduced from corresponding prop-

erties of the quadratic transformation over Ki. However, only such properties

of T can be deduced in this fashion as concern W as a whole. What happens

to special points or special subvarieties of W requires new considerations.

For instance, we have proved in the quoted paper [l 1 ] that if T is a quadratic

transformation with simple center P, then the transform T[P] (which, since

P is a point, coincides with the total transform T{P\) is an irreducible,

simple and (r — l)-dimensional subvariety of V and, moreover, that every

(3!) Here is an example. Let V be the quadric hypersurface u2 = yz in the 4-dimensional

space of the variables x, y, z, u. This hypersurface has the double line y=z = k = 0. Let Wbe the

line jc = y = m = 0. As nonhomogeneous coordinates of the monoidal transform V of V we can

take the elements x, y, z, u, x/u, y/u. Let o' be the ring of these coordinates and let

0 = k[z, y, z, «]. We have o' = o[x/u, y/u] = K[xlt yu a], where Xi = x/u, yi—y/u. Here

p = (x, y, u) is the prime ideal of W and we have o' • p = o' ■ u =• o' • yiz, that is, that part of T { W}

which is at finite distance consists of two planes: 3>i=0 and z = 0 (note that the affine model V

is in regular birational correspondence with the affine space of the variables X\, yu z). The first

plane corresponds to W(since o'-;yif^o = p). But the plane z = 0 corresponds to the point x=y

=z = u = 0. This point is imbedded in W, but according to our terminology must be regarded

as an isolated fundamental point.
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point of T[P] is likewise simple for V. Now when we pass from the ground

field K to the ground field Et, we lose all those components of T{ W) which

cannot be regarded as varieties over Et, that is, all those components of

T{ W] which correspond to proper sub varieties of W (since on any proper

subvariety of W the s elements which have been adjointed to K are algebrai-

cally dependent). Consequently, the correct extrapolation of the above result

concerning quadratic transformations to monoidal transformations is the fol-

lowing:

Theorem 18. If the center W of a monoidal transformation T is a simple

subvariety of V, then the transformif3) T[W] of W is an irreducible, simple,

(r — 1)-dimensional subvariety of V, and every irreducible subvariety W of

T[W] is also simple for V, provided W' = T(W).

The total transform T{ W) may possess components which are not compo-

nents of 2"[IF] (even if W is simple(32)), and concerning those components

we can assert nothing. Likewise J^IF] may contain points which are singular

for V. Thus, if V is three-dimensional and if IF is a curve, then F[lF] is a

surface which may carry, in addition to a finite number of singular points

of V, also a finite number of singular curves of V, but each such curve must

correspond to a point of W.

The following theorem will show, among other things, that these compli-

cations can arise only from points or subvarieties of W which are singular

for V or for W.

Theorem 19. Let Wi be an irreducible subvariety of W, of dimension si. If

W\ is simple both for V and W, then T[W\] lies on T[W], is irreducible, is of

dimension r — 1 — s+si and is simple both for V and for T[W]. Moreover, every

irreducible subvariety of T[Wi] which corresponds to W\ is likewise simple for

V, T[W] and also for T[Wi\.

Proof. By the usual device of ground field extension we can achieve a

reduction to the case si = 0. Therefore we assume that W\ is a point P of W,

simple both for Fand TF. It is then possible to select uniformizing parameters

h, h, • • • , tr at P in such a fashion that IF be locally, at P, complete in-

tersection of the r — s hypersurfaces(34) /i = 0, tz = Q, • • • , tr-, = 0. Then

(S3) Not the total transform T{ W]!

(34) Proof. Quite generally, the uniformizing parameters h, r2, • • • , tr-p of a simple p-dimen-

sional subvariety L of Fhave the following property: if g{h, h, • • • , /r-p) =0 is a true homogene-

ous relation between these parameters, with coefficients in the quotient ring Q{L), then all these coeffi-

cients must be zero on L, that is, they are non-units of Q(L). (See [9, p. 202, (15) and p. 207, (23) J.)

In view of this property and also because Q(L) is a chain theorem ring in which the non-units

form an ideal, the quotient ring of a simple subvariety is a ^"-series ring (p-Reihenring) in the

sense of Krull [3]. We shall therefore apply properties of p-series rings due to Krull.

Let 3 denote the quotient ring of P and let m be the ideal of non-units in 3. If n, t2, • • ■ , tt ,

are uniformizing parameters of P, then we have m =3- (n, t2, • • • , rr). If a is any element of 3

and if a = o{xnK), a^o(mh+1), then a can be written as a form g„ (n, t2, • • • , rr), of degree h,
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h, h, ' • ' , tr-, will be uniformizing parameters for W (that is, the ideal gen-

erated by h, t2, • • ■ , tT-. in Q(W) will be the prime ideal of non-units), and

the ideal generated by the same elements in Q(P) will be the prime ideal of W

in Q(P).
The uniformizing parameters h, k, ' • • , tr~, of W are proportional to cer-

tain forms fa, \p2, • • ■ , ypr-i in the homogeneous coordinates rj0, 771, • • • , r]n

of the general point of V. Since these uniformizing parameters belong to

Q(P), it follows that the factor of proportionality can be so selected that the

ideal generated by the forms (0i, 02, • • • , 0r-«) coincide locally at P with the

prime ideal of W. Hence by Lemma 8 we can replace the transformation T

by the birational transformation defined by the ideal (3S) (0i, 02, • • • , 0r-«)•

Therefore we may assume that T, instead of being our original monoidal

transformation of center W, is the birational transformation which carries V

into the variety V whose general point is (1701, tju, • • • , r?n,r-«), where(36)

Without loss of generality we may assume that the point P (and hence

also W) is at finite distance with respect to the nonhomogeneous coordinates

£i = rn/vo, i = l, 2, • • ■ , n. Let T' denote an irreducible component of r[P].

For some value of h, h = l, 2, • • • , r — s, it will be true that V is at finite

distance with respect to the nonhomogeneous coordinates

Hi' = Vifj/voiph

with coefficients in 3. If the coefficients of this form are replaced by their residues mod m,

one obtains a form in n, T2, • • • , t, with coefficients in the residue field 3/m. The property

of uniformizing parameters stated above implies that this form is uniquely determined by the

element a. This form is called by Krull the leading form of a [3, p. 207].

It is a straightforward matter to show that r elements tu 12, • ■ ■ , t, are uniformizing

parameters of P, that is, m =3 • (h, tt, ' • '• , tr), if and only if the leading forms of ft,H,' ' ' , U

are linear and linearly independent.

Let t> denote the prime ideal of W in 3 and let 3* =3/P, nt* = Ttt/p. Then 3* is the quotient

ring of the point P, regarded as a point of W, and m*is the ideal of non-units of 3*- Since, by

hypothesis, P is a simple point of W, there exist s elements in 3*, say t*-,+i, <*-«+2, such

that Xtl* =3*- (<r-«+i, • • *,**). Let tT->+i, <r-«+2, 1 ' •, tr be elements of 3 whose p-residues

are <r*_,+i, <r*-«+2, • • ■ , tf, respectively. We will have then: m=3'(t,1 'r-«+i, tT-,+i, • • * , fr).

From this relation we draw the following consequences. In the first place it follows that the

ideal p must contain r —s elements whose leading forms are linear and linearly independent.

Let <i, h, • • • , tr-, be such r—s elements of p. If 3' is the perfect closure of 3 (see Krull [3,

p. 217]), then it is a straightforward matter to show that the ideal3'' ('1, '2, ' ' ' , 'r-a) is prime.

Therefore also the ideal 3" ('1, '2, ' 1 ' , fr-») is prime, since it is the contraction of the ideal

3'- (A, i2, • • • , <V_) (Krull [3, Theorem 15]). Since the leading ideal of 3- (h, U, • • • , tr-,) is

of dimension s, it follows (Krull [3, Theorem 8]) that also 3- ('1, h, • • • , tr->) is of dimension s.

Consequently thisideal coincides withp. We have therefore: m=3" '2, • • • , tr-„ /r_s+i, ' • • ,

<r).3-$-3KM>, • • • ,<,-.), q.e.d.
(35) Note that if two ideals coincide locally at some W they also coincide locally at any W\

such that WQWi.
(36) Since our new transformation behaves locally at P as the given monoidal transforma-

tion, we could refer to our new transformation as being locally monoidal at P.
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of the general point of V. Let o* denote the ring of these nonhomogeneous

coordinates, and let o denote, as usual, the ring K[£i, £2, • • • , £n]. Since

^i/^h = tj/th, we find:

(14) o*' = o[fa/th, fa/fa, ■ ■ ■ , fa-./fa}.

Without loss of generality we may assume that V is at finite distance with

respect to the nonhomogeneous coordinates £y\ For simplicity we shall drop

the subscript 1 in the symbol o{, that is, we shall use the symbol o' to de-

note the ring Oi .

Let p0 denote the prime zero-dimensional o-ideal of the point P. We shall

denote by p the prime o-ideal of TF. For clarity of exposition we divide our

proof into several steps.

(1) We shall show first that the ideal o' ■ po is prime. Let 3? = 0p0 denote

the quotient ring of P and let 3' = 3 ■ o'. The ring 3' is a quotient ring of o',

namely 3' = 0s' where 5 = 0 —po- Therefore, in view of the relationship be-

tween the ideals in a ring and the ideals in its quotient ring, the ideal o' ■ po

is prime if and only if 3'- po is prime(37). We prefer to deal with the ring 3'

and to show that 3' • po is prime.

Since 3- po = 3- (fa, fa, • • • , fa) and ti=fa-ti/fa, i — 2, 3, • • • , r — s, that is,
fa, h, • • • , tr-, are multiplies of fa in o', it follows that

(15) 3'.p0 = 3'-(/i, fa-.+i, ■■ ■ , tr).

Any element a in 3' can be written in the form:

a = 4>i>{h, fa, • • • »tr-i)/h ,

where 0P is a form of degree p in fa, fa, • • • , tr-„ with coefficients in 3- Let ß

be another element in 3'i

ß = Mh, fa, ■ ■ • , tT-,)/fa,

and let us assume that aß = 0(3'• p0). We will have a relation of the form:

4>p(fa, fa, • " ' , tr-i) ■yf'cifa, fa, ■ • • , tT-,) -tl

=  [fafp(fa, fa, ■ • • , tr-s) + tT-,+lfp   (ti, fa, ■ • ■ , tr-s) + • • •
(") . -i P+ff

+ Ufn   (tl, fa, • ■ • , tr-s)\tl ,

where fp.,f^\ ■ • • ,/ps> are forms of degree p, with coefficients in 3- The right-

hand side of this relation is a form of degree p-{-a-\-p + \ in t\, fa, • ■ • , tr, with

(JT) We have a (1, 1) isomorphic correspondence between the ideals in 3' and those ideals

in o' all prime ideals of which contract in o to po or to multiples of po. Now since po is a maximal

ideal, every prime ideal of o'-po contracts to po. Hence o'- po and 3' - po are corresponding ideals

in the above correspondence.
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coefficients in 3- Hence by a well known property of uniformizing parame-

ters^4) either all the coefficients of 0P or all the coefficients of 0„*must be

elements of 3'Po- Suppose that all the coefficients of 0P are in 3-Po- Since

3 • Po = 3 • ('i> fa, • ■ ■ , tr), we will have for <pp an expression of the form:

<P,=fa(ppl\fa,fa,  •  •  •,ir-.)+<20p2) (fa,fa,  • •  - ,fa-*)+  ■  ■  -+tr<pir) (fa, fa,  '  ' -,fa-s),
where the 0P are again forms of degree p, with coefficients in 3- Since

fa, ■ ■ • , fa-, are multiples of fa in 3', we conclude immediately that <pp/tl

is contained in the ideal $'(fa, fa-s+i, • ■ • , fa), that is, in view of (15),

a==0(3'■ Po)- This shows that 3'-Po is a prime ideal, as was asserted(38).

(2) Let o'po = p'. We assert that the p'-residues of fa/fa, • • • , tr-,lfa are

algebraically independent (over K). For a relation of algebraic dependence be-

tween these residues would imply a relation of the form:

4>p(fa, fa, • • • i fas) I fa = 52 tigc (fa, fa, ■ ■ • , tr-s) I fa,
i—l

where the g^ and 0P are forms in fa, fa, • • • , fa-„ with coefficients in o, and

where the coefficients of 0P are not all in p0. Such a relation, cleared of the de-

nominators, is in contradiction with the property of uniformizing parameters

stated above(34).

From the fact that o'-po is prime, follows that V is the only irreducible

component of T[P] which is at finite distance with respect to the coordinates i-ff.

The fact that the p'-residue of fa/fa, ■ • • , tr-ifk are algebraically inde-

pendent, in conjunction with the fact that pT\o is the zero-dimensional ideal

po, implies that V is of dimension r — s — 1. Moreover, the algebraic independ-

ence of the quotients fa/fa, fa/h, • • • , fa-s/fa implies in particular that they

do not belong to p'. Hence these quotients are units in the quotient ring

Q(Y'). But then also ti/fa^Q(Y'),ior i, h = \,2, ■ ■ - ,r-s, whence the rings

Oh (see (14)) belong to £>(r")- This shows that F"' is at finite distance also with

respect to the nonhomogeneous coordinates for h = l, 2, • • • , r — s. Conse-

quently, IT" is the only irreducible component of F[P], that is, T[P] is irre-

ducible: T[P] = Y'.

(3) Let C denote the irreducible (r — l)-dimensional variety F[fF]. We

are interested in the quotient rings of Y' and of C On the basis of the preced-

ing considerations we find immediately that every element of Q(Y') is of the

form:/p(£i, fa, ■ ■ ■ , tr-,)/gP(fa, fa, ■ • • , fa-,), where/p and g„ are forms of like

degree p, with coefficients in o, and where the coefficients of gp are not all in p0.

Similarly, making use of the remark in footnote 38, or also directly from the

properties of what we have called "£-adic divisor" in [ll], we conclude that

the elements of Q(C') are all of the form/p(<i, fa, • • • , fa-s)/gl>(tu fa, • • • , tr-s),

(38) Exactly the same proof could be applied toward proving the following: if p is the prime

deal of Win o and if 3 = Q(W), 3'=3-o', then the ideal 3'-p(=3'-/i) is prime. From this we

could conclude that TtW7] is irreducible (as asserted in Theorem 18) in exactly the same fashion

as we concluded in the text that T[P] is irreducible.
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with the same conditions on /, and g„ as above, except that now the coeffi-

cients of gp must not all be in p, where p is the prime ideal of W. Since PC IF,

it follows that Q(T')CZQ(C), that is, T[P] lies on T[W] (that is, V lies

on C).
Moreover, from the preceding considerations (see relation (15)), it follows

that the prime ideal of non-units in Q(V) has the basis ti, tr-s+u ■ • • ,tT, con-

sisting of s+1 elements. Since V is of dimension r — s — 1, it follows that V

is a simple subvariety of V, and that h, tr-,+i, • ■ • , tr are uniformizing pa-

rameters of T'. In a similar fashion we find that t\ is a uniformizing parameter

of the (r — l)-dimensional variety C", and since h is among the uniformizing

parameters of V, we conclude that V is a simple subvariety of C

(4) To complete the proof of our theorem we have only to show that every

point P' of T' is simple for V, C and V. To show that P' is simple for V

we have to exhibit r uniformizing parameters at P'. Let A be the residue class

field of the point P, that is, let A = o/p. Similarly let A' be the residue class

field of P'. Here A and A' are finite algebraic extensions of K, and A'3A

since <2(P')2Q(P)- Without loss of generality we may assume that P' is at

finite distance with respect to the ring o' of nonhomogeneous coordinates

(o' = Oi , see (14)), and is therefore given in o' by a prime zero-dimensional

ideal p0'.

Let ci, C2, • • • , cn be the P-residues of £i, f2, • • • , £n respectively (cj£A)

and let d2, d3, • • • , « be the P'-residues of U/h, U/h, • • • , /r_»//i(fi,GA')-

The element di will be the root of an irreducible polynomial f,(z) with coeffi-

cients in A. We replace the coefficients of fi(z) by arbitrary but fixed elements

of 0 of which they are residues. Let F<(z) be the polynomial with coefficients

in 0 thus obtained, i = 2, 3, • • •', r — s. If we assume that the polynomials fi(z)

are all separable then we can conclude as in [11, p. 590 ] that the r elements

(16) h, Mh/h), • • ■ , Fr-, (WO, fr-t+u ■ ■ ■ ,h

are uniformizing parameters at P'. Since these elements include the uniform-

izing parameters h, tr-,+i, • • • , lr of V and the uniformizing parameter h

of C, the proof is complete.

However, if some or all of the polynomials/,(z) are inseparable, then the

elements (16) are no longer uniformizing parameters at P' (compare with

footnote 41). We shall therefore give here a new proof which applies both

to the separable and non-separable case. We consider the residue class ring

o* = o'/p', where p' is the prime o'-ideal of V. Let z2, z3, • • • , zr_, be the

p'-residues of U/h, U/h, • • • , tr->/h- Since p'f^o = po and since we have shown

earlier in this section that z2, z3, ■ • ■ , zr_, are algebraically independent over

K, it follows from (14), for h = 1, that 0* is a polynomial nwg(39) over A:

(39) This shows incidentally that the field of rational functions on V is a pure transcenden-

tal extension of A, whence T' is a rational variety over A.
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0* = A[z2, Zl, • • •  , Zr-«j.

The rest of the proof will be based on the following lemma:

Lemma 9. In a polynomial ring Pn=A[xi, ] over an arbitrary

field A every prime zero-dimensional ideal possesses a base consisting of n ele-

ments^").

Proof of the lemma. Since the lemma is trivially true for n = 1, we proceed

by induction with respect to n. Let p be a prime zero-dimensional ideal in Pn

and let /(z) be the irreducible polynomial in A[z] such that /(x„)=0(p).

The residue class ring P„*_i = Pn//(x„) is obviously a polynomial ring

A*[xi, x2, • • ■ , x„_i] over the field A*=A(a), where a is a root of /(z). The

ideal p* = p//(xn) is prime and zero-dimensional in P„*_i. By our in-

duction, there exist n — 1 elements «*, • • • , co*~i in P„*_i such that

p* = P„*_i(co*, w2*, • • • , w„*_i). Let «i, w2, • • • , w„_i be elements of P„ whose

residues modulo f(xn) are, respectively, wf, co2*, • • • , co„*_i. Then it is clear

that p = (coi, co2, • • ■ , w„_i,/(x„)), q.e.d.(41).

We now apply our lemma. In the homomorphism o'~o* the prime o'-ideal

po of the point P' is mapped upon a prime zero-dimensional o*-ideal p0*. By

the lemma we have

Po* = (tf,       ■■■ , ft*-.).

Let ft', ft', • • • , ft'_, be elements of o' whose p'-residues are respectively

ft*, ft*, • • • , ft*-.- Then we have

(17) po' = (p',ft,ft', • • • , ft'-,).

Let 3/ be the quotient ring of P'. Since Q(P')DQ(P) = 3 and since Q(P')Do',
the ring 3i contains all the rings previously considered, that is, the rings

o, o', 3 and 3' (3' = 3-o'). We have p'=o'p0, whence -p'= ${-p0

= 3i -3f-po = 3i •(<!, /», • • • , *0 = 3i • (/i, /r-.+i, • • • ,tr) (since /<//! Go 'G3i,
i = 2, 3, • • • , f—s). Substituting into (17) we find:

3l 'Po'  = 3l ■ ('l> ^2, ft, • • • > ft-<> lr-s+2, ' * • , <r)«

(40) This lemma implies that every point P of an affine (or of a projective) space over A

is simple. The lemma gives, however, a stronger result, since it shows that uniformizing pa-

rameters at P can be so selected that they generate the prime ideal of P not only in Q(P) but also

in the polynomial ring. In other words: every point P of an affine n-space is complete intersection

of n hyper surf aces. This result can be extended without any difficulties to projective spaces by

a similar inductive argument.

(41) In the case of ground fields of characteristic zero we have used instead of the above

lemma the following property of the polynomial ring P„: if /,(z) is the irreducible polynomial in

A[z] such that/,•(*,■) =0(p), then the ideal (j\(x\),fi(xl), • • • ,/„(*„)) is the intersection of prime

zero-dimensional ideals, one of which is of course the ideal p itself. In this case the n polynomials

fi{xi) are uniformizing parameters for the point defined by p. This reasoning applies also in the

case in which the polynomials /,(*<) are separable.
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This exhibits r uniformizing parameters at P', and since these parameters

include the uniformizing parameters of V and that of C, the proof is now

complete.

Corollary. If all points of W are simple both for W and for V, then

T[W] = T{ W} (T — a monoidal transformation of center W) and T[W] is irre-

ducible, (r' — 1)-dimensional and all its points are simple both for T[W] and V.

Moreover, if W is of dimension s, then T[W] is covered by an s-dimensional

algebraic system {V } of (r — s — 1)-dimensional varieties F' in (1, 1) correspond-

ence with the points of W. Each T' is irreducible, rational and free from singulari-

ties, and through each point of T\W} there passes a unique V.
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